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Multi-channel PCM A/D Interfaces Using Oversampling Techniques

Ph.D Bosco Leung EECS

Abstract

An important objectivein telephony systemsis thereduction of silicon area per line on central office

line cards serving analog subscriber loops. Multiplexing of hardware is an attractive approach to this prob

lem, but current practice is to use perlinecoders and filters becasue of crosstalk issuesandotherproblems.

However, with the use of digital filtering instead of analog, the crosstalk problem between signal paths

multiplexing the same hardware becomes much less severe. Such multiplexing can result in dramatic

reductionsin silicon area in such systems, as well as in a wide varietyofother types of applications.

The purpose of this research project is to explore the architectural and circuit design issuesassoci

ated with putting multi-channel voice coders with multiplexed digital filters on a singlechip. Such a coder

will consistof multiple sigma-delta front ends followed by a time-multiplexed digital decimation andanti

aliasing filter. The oversampling schemedramatically relaxes the analog components* requirements.

A chip with 4 channels on has been designed and fabricated using a 3 micron double metal single

poly CMOS process. It hasbeen tested up to full speed andhasa dynamic range of 79db on a SV supply,

consumes 50 mW per channel,has an idle channel noiseof 11.6dbmC0,crosstalkof -83db and a frequency

response that meets the D3 specifications in a siliconarea of 8250 sq. mils perchannel.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

As the cost of VLSI circuits decreases there is a greater demand on the analog-digital interfaces

between these VLSI circuits and the analog world. The importance of developing low cost analog-digital

interfaces in applications ranging from instrumentation, speech recognition to voice coding cannot be

overemphasized. Due to the large number of analog-digital interfaces in modem telecommunications sys

tems, the development of low-cost monolithic MOS analog-digital conversion techniques has been an

important element in reducing the cost of digital transmission and switching systems, particularly in
ns-

telephony where a very large number of interfaces are required. One of the most important analog-digital

interfaces from a commercial viewpoint is that of the subscriber loop in digital switching systems.

Presently, most telephone digital switching systems are implemented with per-line codec/filter chips on the

line card, the chip containing the A/D, D/A, anti-alias filtering, line driver, and other digital control func

tions. Most such codec chips utilize companding charge-redistribution coders with switched capacitor

filters, but as MOS technology feature sizes continue to fall oversampled coders with digital filters are

becoming more attractive. This is particularly true when more than one oversampled coder are put on the

same chip with appropriate multiplexing of the decimation filter. Such a mult-channel codec chip will

demonstrate substantial savings in terms of area,especially as the technology scales down.

To better understand the significance of the per line codec, a system overview is necessary. Fig 1.1

shows a simplified version of an analog telephone connection, in which switching is done locally, with the

signals in a digital PCM format The digital switch must inherently separate the two directions of

transmission;that is it is four wire. Thus the hybrid moves to the subscriber side of the local switch, and

must be implemented on a per subscriber line basis. A simplified block diagram of the interface between a

local digital switch and a subscriber line is shown in fig. 1.2 The line interface performs the hybrid func

tion, provides dc power to the phone,and other functions. The transmitlow-pass filterpreventsaliasing dis

tortionresulting from any frequency componentsabove4 kHz, half the subsequent samplingrateof 8 kHz.

The A/D converter(ADC) then converts individual samples to the digital format used internally in the



switch. On the receive side, the D/A converter(DAC) generates analog samples and the low-pass filter

reconstructs the analog speechwaveform. The ADC andDAC together arecalled a coder-decoder(codec).

In the alternative implementation of metallic crosspoint analog switch, mostof the functions in fig. 1.2are

not required. Hence these functions mustbe implemented very inexpensively to result in an economically

competitive switch. Fortunately, there are offsetting savings in the local digital switch. The switching func

tion itself is more economically realized, and the interface to digital PCM transmission trunks and sub

scriber line multiplex systems are muchcheaper. As a result, the cost of the entire local digital switch is

dominated by the costof the functions on fig. 1.2 together withtherelated functions of battery feed, over

load protection, and ringing and testaccess. Because the functions on fig. 12 must be realized inexpen

sively, and because they are replicated on every subscriber line and therefore will be produced in high

volume, theyare a natural application for custom integrated circuits where an area efficient solution can be

attained.

subscriber loop toll-connect trunk

Fig. 1.1 Telephone system

Fig. 1.1
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Fig. 1.2 Subscriber line interface

Fig. \2

1.1 Goals

The purpose of this research is to explore the use of oversampledtechniques in developing low cost

integrated circuits to fulfil the A/D functions in the subscriber loop. An area efficient solution using a

multi-channelcoder on the same chip is presented. The prototypeemploys an oversampled multi-channel

coder which incorporates four A/D converters with transmit low pass filters on one single chip. The goal

of this research is to make the totalchip area to be smaller than that offered by the conventional approach

in scaled technologies. At the same time the channel to channel crosstalk has to be kept below an accept

able level.

\2 Outline

In chapter 2, an overview of alternative oversampled structures is discussed. This includes the

predictivecoding and the noise shaping coding.

Chapter3 deals with the architectural issues which affect the design of a minimum cost oversampled

coder in the context of present day CMOS technology. Comparative studies are made of the two particular
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structures of oversampled modulators, the first order and the second order coder in terms of their area

efficiency.

Chapter 4 discusses the design and implementationof a prototype four channel coder.

In chapter 5 experimental results are given on the prototype.

Finally in chapter 6 conclusions are drawn.about this project and gives possible future directions of

applications using oversampled coders.



CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO OVERSAMPLED A/D CONVERTERS

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the concept of oversampling A/D converters is explained. The basic principles of the

predictive coding and the noise shaping coding will be looked at. Then the interpolative coder and the

sigma-delta coder, which use the above coding pricinples, will be discussed. This will enable us to investi

gate the advantages and the disadvantages of the various schemes, especially when implemented in the

VLSI technology and allow us to make judicious choices.

2.2 Alternative oversampling schemes

Under most practical situationsthe quantization noise introduced in the A/D conversion process is

approximately white andis uniformly spread from dc to half the sampling rate, assuming the signal ampli

tude is large compared to the step size. Since the total energy contained in the quantization noise is a con

stant determined by the step size, that portion of the noise lying in a given spectrum can be reduced by

increasing the sample rate, at the rate of 3dB per octave of sample rate increase as shown in fig.2.1. Here

the areais the total quantization noise power. As the sampling frequency is doubled the density is reduced

by two. If the band of interest is still the same that means only half of the original noise power is inband

and so the quantization noise is reduced by 3dB

Looking at it in anotherway, if the number of samples taken per unit time is doubled and each pair

of samples produced is averaged to producenew samplesat the original sample rate, the signal component

of the sampleswill add linearly while the quantization noisecomponentin the sampleswill addas uncorre-

lated random variables.Thus the signal-to-noiseratio will improve by 3db.

However there are two drawbacks to this oversamplingscheme. The first is that the rate of improve

ment is relatively slow; In order to get the equivalent of 1 additional bit of resolution the sample rate must

be increased by a factor of 4. A second reason is that the underlyingassumption that the signalamplitude



same area

frequency 2f.

Fig. 2.1 PCMoversampling

ismuch larger than thestep size will beviolated for small signals if this process iscarried very far. Both of

these drawbacks can be solved by incorporating the quantizer with a low pass filter ina feedback loop.

The location of the low pass filter defines twoclasses of coding schemes: the noise-shaping coding and the

predictive coding. Whereas inacoder using noise-shaping coding the low pass filter isinthe forward path,

inacoder using predictive coding the low pass filter isinthe feedback path. This difference determines the

principle of operation of the two oversampling schemes. Noise-shaping coding works by moving the

quantization noise out of band and employing adigital filter toremove it. Anexample coder using noise-

shaping coding is shown in fig. 2.2 where the low pass filter isrealized byan integrator.

The loop presents different paths to the signal x and the quantization noise e generated from the N-



analog input
x

Integrator low pass filter

[\
N-bftM)

•^
.) L^'

>
k.

t

digital output

N-WtD/A

Fig. 2.2 noise-shapingcoding

bit A/D. The signalis not shapedby the overallloop but the noise is shapedby the loop to have a high pass

nature as shown in fig. 2.3

noise

power

frequency

Fig. 2.3 Quantization noise power spectrum

Predictive coding, on the other hand, works on reducing the size of the qunatization error. Fig. 2.4
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shows an example coder using predictive coding where the low pass filter is an integrator. Here the feed

back loop works by making the integrator output y tracksthe signalinput x, thus the errore is reduced.

analog input

integrator

(analog)

N-UtA/D

N-bit D/A

Fig. 2.4 Predictive coding

low pass filter

digital output

A successful design of the coder depends on the choice of the proper structure, the order of the

coder, the amountof oversampling required andthe proper design of the subsequent decimation filter fora

particular application. Furthermore the noise-shaping codingandthe predictive codingcan be combinedin

one coder to achieve the necessary performance.

Before a comparison is made among various oversampling schemes, let us try to define some means

of measuring their performance. The most important performance benchmark is a plot of the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) versus signal amplitudes for various input frequencies of a sine wave. Signal to noise

ratio is defined as the signal power to noise power. Let us take a look at a typical signal-to-noise ratio

curve as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Normally the curve is a straightline, indicating that the quantization noise is relatively constant with

respect to the signal amplitude. After the signal amplitude reaches a certain point the SNR drops, usually

due to overloading. The predictive coding has a SNR curve that is dependent on the input frequency due to

slope overloading.The higher the frequency, the lower the SNR curve. The overload point is defined as
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peak snr

dynamic range
overload point

signal amplitude(db)

Fig. 2.S Typical signal to noise ratio

the input amplitude when the SNR starts to drop. This is due to clipping in a conventional PCM coder as

well as in a first order sigma-delta coder and occurs when the input signal amplitude is larger than the

reference voltage. For higher order sigma-delta coders this point occurs below the voltage reference. The

point at which it occurs depends on the exact noise-shaping characteristics as well as the number of bits

employed in the A/D, D/A in the feedback loop. Dynamic rangeis defined as the rangeof signal amplitude

from the point the coder overloads to the point when the SNR is Odb. Peak SNR, however, is defined as the

maximum signal-to-noise ratio that one can get out of the coder and is usually the SNR at the point when

the coder goes into overload. Depending on the slope of the SNR curve and the nature of the coder, the

peak SNR ofa coder may or may not be the same as the dynamic range.

23 Predictive Coding
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A coder uses predictive coding by taking the quantized output, passes it through a digital to analog

converter and then a low pass filter, and feedbacks the resulting signal. Note that the low pass filter is in

the feedback path. The order of the low pass filter determines the order of the predictive coder. Fig. 2.7

shows the general form of predictive coding.

analog input x

digital LPF

digital output~^ error

A/D

(

)
i

k
'

D/A

analog LPF

Fig. 2.6 Predictivecoding

In the simplest caseof the first order predictive coding the low pass filter is just an integrator. If the coder

uses 1-bit A/D and D/A then the structure reduces to that of a delta modulator. In general for higher order

coders, poles of the low pass filter are chosen to reduce the prediction error a« andtherefore to reduce the

input full scale range of the A/D converter. Different methods havebeen proposed to select thesepoles to

minimise the errors.1 Following the analysis given in1 <s} decreases by 6.N db per octave increase in the

samplerate where N is the order of the low pass filter. Therefore N bits areeliminated foreach doubling

of the sample rate. Futhermore there is the decrease in the inband coding noise power and it can be shown

that the inband noise decreases by 3db per octave.Therefore the level separation can be increased by a fac

tor of 1.4 for each doubling of the sample rate. Therefore N+l/2 bits areeliminatedby an Nth-orderpredic

tive coding with out-of-band noise filtering for each doubling of the sampling rate. This improvement is

similar to that achieved by a noise-shaping coding.

Implementation issues

Even though the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio obtained using predictive coding is comparable to
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that from noise-shaping coding anumber of factors make the noise-shaping coding more desirable, espe

cially in the integrated circuit environment First, acoder using predictive coding is subjected to the slope

overload problem. To understand the slope overload problem let us take alook at the first order predictive

coder in fig. 2.4. When the input signal xchanges, the fedback signal y tries to predict what x should be

and adjusts itself to track it Thesignal ycan only change by afixed step in agiven clock period. If the sig

nal x changes by more than the step size so that the difference between x and y, or the error signal e is

larger than the dynamic range of the N-bit A/D, then the coder will fail This is called the slope overload

problem. Again using the first order predictive coder as an example, there is the extra integrator(digital) in

the coder using predictive coding and any mismatch between that and the analog integrator in feedback

path may create problems(e.g. ifthe gain element is different). In terms ofjust hardware the output of the

digital integrator is multi-bit which has to be processed by the subsequent decimation filter. Hence the deci

mation filter isharder to design than that ofthe noise-shaping coding which needs to process just aone-bit

code.

2.4 Interpolative Coder

There is aclass ofcoder reported in the literature called the interpolative coder. This coder uses both

the predictive coding and the noise-shaping coding. Ablock diagram ofan example ofan interpolative

coder 2is shown fig 2.7.

On each clock cycle the comparator decides if the integrator output ispositive or negative, and incre

ments the shift register up or down. During the following clock period, the integrator integrates the differ

ence between the instantaneous input signal and the current DAC output value. At the start of the next

clock cycle the shift register is again clocked up or down. The result is awaveform at the DAC output

which constantly interpolates between the output levels ofthe DAC. The average value ofthis waveform is

arepresentation ofthe signal. The sample rate for this coder is in the 256kHz range for voiceband signals.

2.5 Sigma-delta Coders 3
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integrator latch

input 1-bit code

Fig. 2.7 Block diagramof an example interpolative coder

A sigma-deltacoder is a coder using only noise-shaping coding and no predictive coding. Also only

a 1-bit A/D and a 1-bit D/A are used. The resulting waveform when a sinusoid is encoded is is a square

wave of amplitude equal to the full scale reference voltage, and as a result the total energy in the waveform

is quite large. Subsequent decimation filter has to be able to filter this high frequency noise out

The sigma-delta coder has advantages in hardware simplicity for the analog front end and high sam

pling rate, which allows more use of digital anti-alias filtering. Most of the quantization noise can be

moved out-of-band by the use of an appropriate filter in the forward path. However the large amplitude of

the out-of-band quantization noise requires a more complex anti-alias filter priorto decimation. Another

important aspect of sigma-delta coder performance is that for low order (primarily first order) structure,

when signal amplitude is low, the DAC output waveform can contain "noise" components which are not

random, but which are concentrated at one frequency and result in spurious tones. This can however be

randomised by adding a dither signal at the input4*5,6 The order of a sigma-delta coder is determined by
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the order of the low pass filter in the forward path.

Implementation issues

The principal practicaladvantage of sigma-deltacoders is the fact that their sampling rate is high and

more digital anti-alias and reconstruction filteringcan be used. Since digital filters can directly take advan

tage of scaled technologies, oversampled coders with digital filters is playing a more important role in

telecommunications analog-digital interfaces. Even though the order of the decimation filter is higher due

to more out of band noise, the fact that a 1-bit code is present eliminates the use of multipliers and simplify

the filter. The use of switched capacitor integrators for both the first and the second orderloop have been

reported 4>7-8 As digital technology continues toscale this trend of trading digital circuit complexities for

simpler analog front end is likely to continue.

2.6 Modeling of the sigma-delta coder

The design methodology is based on a discrete-time model of the sigma-delta coder. The basic

configurationofa typical sigma-deltacoder is shown in Fig.2.8.

b(n)

Fig. 2.8 Mathematical model ofa sigma-delta coder

It consists of a filter H(z), an A/D converter, and a D/A converter which is embedded in the feedback
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loop. The filter can be analog(RC type) H(s) or discrete time(switched-capacitor) H(z). In Uie following

discussion it is assumed to be of the H(z) form. In the sigma-delta coder, the A/D converter is imple

mented as a comparator followed by a latch and the D/A conveter is an array of switches that switch the

proper voltage reference as analog output corresponding to the latch's state. The order of the sigma-delta

coder is determined by the order-of H(z).

From fig. 2.8 two transfer functions canbe derived; onebetween the inputu(n)andUie outputb(n), called

the W(z) and the second between the noise e(n) and output calledUie noise transfer functionT(z).

Wifrffi
(2.1)

(2.2)

Examining the above two functions it is found out thatthe inputsignal is confined to a small bandaround

dc.Consequently, theW(z) should be flat at low frequency. The noise tranfer function, on Uie other hand,

should be of a high pass nature, effectivelyattenuating thequantization noiseat low frequencies, although

at Uie expense of amplifying the quantization noise at high frequencies. A first-order sigma-delta coder

have a noise tranfer function given by

nzMl-*"1)

The spectrum N(n) at the output is given by

The totalquantization noise in the band of interest[-fc, fc] is given by

(2.3)

(2.4)

ow n 2n^-sin(2n^)
(2.5)

Using a two-term expansion for sin (assuming fs » fc)

ofrfoKfo
(2.6)
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Therefore doubling the sampling rate decreases the noise power by9dB. A second order sigma-delta have

a noise-transfer function given by

T(z)=(l-z-i)2
(2.7)

Then

^C7)=16aKwi(TC-^)]4
(2.8)

The inband noise power is given by

a2=24jr%,2(£-)5
(2.9)

Note that doubling the sampling rate decreases the inband noise power by 15dB. With this

maUiematical formulation a design for the multi-channel coder will be presented in the subsequent

chapters.
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CHAPTER 3

Architectures For A Minimum Cost Multi-Channel CMOS Coder

3.1 Introduction

From chapter 2 Uie basic principles underlying the various oversampled coders have been esta

blished. In this chapter a comparison will be made between different oversampled coders. The goal is

achieve minimum cost which in terms of the integratedcircuit technology means the minimum chip area.

A coder is consisted ofboth the ADC and the anti-alias filterin front of it Therefore Uie areacomparisons

will include the area contributions fromboth of these components.

Shown in fig. 3.1 is a block diagram of an example of a oversampled multi-channelcoder.

channel 1
analog front-end

Vm(1) 1-bitcode at oversampled frequencyr

analog

\ digital output word

' at downsampled frequency

mutiplexed decimation

Vm(N) digital filter

analog *

channel N

analog front-end

Fig. 3.1 Example of a Multi-channel coder

The analog frontend is an integrator loop as shown in fig. 2.2 and Uie multiplexed digital decimation

filter is the one labelled low-pass filter in fig. 2.2. The reason for having separate analog front ends is to
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minimize channel to channel crosstalk. Since the analog front end takes uplessthan 20% of thetotal chip

area, such an approach does not put a heavypenaltyon the totalchiparea. The digital filterhowever, takes

up 80% of the total area and so multiplexing it can result in a big saving.Since it is digital the filtercanbe

multiplexed without having to worry about the crosstalk.

3.2 Discussions on the selection of an oversampled coder

Within the realm of oversampled ADCs there are numerous design options available. To best select

the type of oversampled coder in a multi-channel application subject to the constraint of the technology

requires a careful analysis of Uie system aspect of the design. Since our design goal is to minimize area,

hardware between different channels should be multiplexed as much as possible. Since analog circuitries

cannot be easily multiplexed without introducing crosstalk, separate analog front ends for different chan

nels will be preferred. Therefore oversampling techniques that require simple analog circuits are favored.

Following this argument the noise shaping and the predictivecoder that use multi-bitADC and/or DACare

excluded. This is because Uie multi-bit ADC and DAC require more complicated analog front end than a

one-bit version. ConsequenUy the interpolative coder1 will notbea good candidate. Thedelta modulator,

the coder that uses predictive coding and a one-bit quantizer, is very simple in terms of hardware but

suffers from the slope overload problem as discussed in chapter 2. On Uie contrary, a sigma delta modula

tor, which uses noise shaping coding and a one-bit quantizer, does not have this problem and and has sim

ple analog front end. Therefore it is the coder best suited for this application. Only two sigma-delta archi

tectures are considered: Uie first order and the second order because higher order coders can be unstable.2

Another type of sigma-delta coder, thefeedforward coder3 that needs to depend on thecancellation of Uie

first order noise from two first order sections to achieve good performance. The theoratical achievable per

formance of such a coder can be no better than that of a second order coder. Also its quantization noise

transfer function is identical to that of a second order coder discussed in chapter 2. Hence the discussion on

the second order coder suffices to cover it

Both the first order and the second order coders need to have a digital filter to attenuate Uie noise

that is out of the voice band. Compared to the second order coder a first order coder has a simpler analog

front end and demands lower digital filter requirement However a second order coder needs a smaller
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oversampling ratio that translates into alower speed requirement With a3uCMOS technology circuits can

be built fast enough to handle both the first and Uie second order coders. Since the design goal of Uie pro

jectis to minimize area and since the 80% of Uie chip area comes from the digital filter, therefore the first

order coder is selected. The following discussions go into Uie details of Uie comparisons between the first

and the second orderapproaches and how Uie digital filter is selected.

3.3 First order versus second order loop

This section tries to determine how a first order sigma-delta coder compares with a second order

sigma-delta coder in the implementation of a PCM voiceband coder. The comparison is viewed in the

framework of minimising the total silicon area taken. Shown in fig. 3.1 is a block diagram of the proposed

oversampled multi-channel coder.

As discussed above the bulk of the areacomes from Uie digital decimation filter, therefore the size of

the decimation filter needed in the first andUie secondorder casewill be compared examined.

3.4 Requirements on the decimation filter

There are variousways of implementingthe decimation filter, but they all have to fulfil the following

three functions:

1) suppress the out of band noise

2) suppress the aliased componentto morethan 33dbdown from the signal

3) maintain a passband ripple that is less man 0.25db from 300hz to 3.4khz

To understand the significance of these three functions, let us take a look at fig. 3.7 which has the fre

quency response of Uie filter and the noise power. First the oversampling frequency is defined as Fs, the

downsampling frequency as /, and the signal bandwidth is fe which is less than if-. The frequency

labelled fa is f, - fe and is the lowest frequency that will be aliasedinto the inband. Then N (n ) is defined

as the quantization noise spectral density which is a function of frequency f. However if the spectral den

sity is broken up into segments as shown in fig. 3.6, then N(n) will be constant within each segment and

N(n) will just be a function of n, the segment number.
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Fig. 32 Example ofFrequency response of filter and noise spectraldensity of coder

Let us start with requirement number one: suppression of out of band noise. It has been noted that all

the noise power in the shaded part will be attenuated by the filter and then aliased back into the baseband

fe after decimation. The formulae developed in section 2.6 assume the filter has infinite suppression in the

stopband so all the noise power that is out of band will be suppressed and zero noise power will be aliased

back. Hence the only quantization noise is the one that is inband to begin with. In reality such a filterdoes

not exist and for any real life filter the effectiveness of the filter is gauged by the ratio of the inband noise

power to the aliased noise power. The criterion can be arbitrarily set such that the ratio has to be more than

one for an acceptable filter. In terms of SNR what that means is the peak SNR will be 3db less than that

predicted by section 2.6. Now obviously the transfer function in the analog front end determines Uie spec

trum of the noise power. To a first order approximation the N(n) of a first order coderhas n*dependency

and N(n) of a second order coderhasa n2dependency asshown in fig. 3.6a.
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Fig. 3.3 Quantization Noise spectraof first- and second-order sigma-delta coder

Let us take a look at requirement number two: suppress the alias component Other than the quanti

zation noise that will be aliased in band, spurious signals generated inside the circuit at high frequencies

can also be aliased inband, some notable examples are Uie clock noise of the analog circuits and Uie switch

ing noise in the digital circuits. These signalshave to be attentuatedor else once aliased inband they will be

indistinguisable from the input signal. For a PCM voiceband coder there is a specific requirement of a 33db

suppression of all these signals, meaning that in fig. 3.2 the filter response at fa has to be at least 33db

down from that at DC.

As for requirement number three it can be seen that the filterresponse falls off from DC to/c. The

codec specs demands such a droop to be less than 0.25db

3.5 Basic filter architecture

To design a filter that satisfies the above three criteria there are a few degrees of freedom, two most

notable ones being:
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1) there is a choice between an FIR(finite impulse response) filter and an IIR (infinite impulse response)

filter

2) since the filter involves a decimation or a change in frequency the filtering can be done in one stageor

multi-stages as shown in fig. 3.8

filter

single stage

filterl filter2

multi-stages (2-stages)

F8 > Fs" > f

Fig. 3.4 single stage versus multi-stages

Before these degrees of freedom have been examined some observations will be made that will nar

row the search space. First because the filter is a decimation filter it is best implemented as an FIR filter.

This is because there is no feedback term in an FIR filter and so computations needed to be done at the

downsampled frequency /, instead of the oversampled frequency Ft . To be complete there is a class of

ER filter 4that has a specific form in which thedenominator of Uie transfer function onlyhas terms that are

powers ofD(that is the denominator is ofa form like z~°) where D=-j- and is the decimation ratio. This

will in principle enables Uie computation of the IIR filterto be done at/, only. However several problems

arise from this implementation. One is the fact that a certain restriction is put on the frequency response of
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this kind of filter and the filter tends to have a lot of peaking internally. More importantly is the fact that in

a sigma-delta coder the input signal to the decimation filter is a one bit code. That means only an AND gate

is needed instead of a multiplier to form the product of the input and the coefficient This is true in an FIR

filter. With the HR filter because there is feedback, so the multiplication that is necessary in the feedback

loop is no longer between a one-bit code and the coefficent This is true even for the class of IIR filtermen

tioned above.

Once it has been decided that an FIR filter is the choice the advantage of having a multi- stage over a

single stage is obvious. That is because of the passband requirement For a 0.25db ripple inband, imple

menting the FIR filter in one stage will be very inefficient The obvious choice is to separate the filtering

into two parts. In the front is a decimation filter that takes care of the out of band noise suppression and the

anti-alias requirement, followed by an IIR filter to shape up the passband. Futhermore since the first FIR

filter has to do its computation at the incoming oversampling frequency F,, with a 3u technology each

channel needs to have its own FIR filter whereas for the second stage IIR filter the computation rate can be

done at the downsampled frequency and so it can be multiplexed by the different channels. The filterarchi

tecture will then be as shown in fig. 3.5 With this basic architecture the comparisons between a first order

and a second order coder can be made.

3.6 Optimum filter for multi-channel sigma-delta coders

As shown in fig. 3.S the bulk of the area comes from the FIR filter since Uie datapath of this filter

cannot be multiplexed at the present technology. ConsequenUy the choice between a first order and a

second ordercoder depends on how much area these two approaches will lead to in implementing the FIR

filter. Now an FIR filter is consisted of two things, the control path that generates the coefficients (for

example, a ROM or a PLA) and the datapath (the adderand accumulator) that computes the output Fora

multiplexed filterUie coefficients needed for Uie different filters are Uie same so Uie control pathof the FIR

filtercan be shared. Accordingly Uie bulk of the area comes from the datapath. This has a lot of impact on

the design because Uie size of the PLA depends on the number of coefficients and hence on L, the filter

length, whereas the size of the datapath depends on the number of adders which equals the number of
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Fig. 3.S Proposed filter architecture

additionneeded per sample and this equalsL/D, where D is the decimation ratioas defined above. The dis

tinction between these two numbers is very significantas will be shown in the following sections.

In this section the relation between the system architecture, that is whether it is first order, second

order, one stage or multi-stage and the area parameter, that is the L/D ratio will be established Uie general

frequency response of the filterrequired will be established. Starting with the goal of trying to find a filter

that will satisfy the requirement on suppressing the out of bandnoise leads to the investigation of the roll-

off characteristics of this filter in the stopband, because thatdetermines how much the out of bandnoise is

suppressed. This rolloff would be normalised to the inband frequency /,. Also it is assumed that for all

practical purposes that/c=^- in our derivation to simplify the analysis. In other words it is to be found out

every time the frequency is increased by/, how much the filter response should drop. As shownin fig. 3.6

if it is assumedthat the filter response and the N(n) is constant in a segmentof frequency whose width is

/, , then the totalout of band noise that is going to be aliased back as shown in fig. 3.6 can be computed.
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Fig. 3.6 Diagram showing the segmented filter response andnoisedensity

Let us define Ntotal as the total rms noise aliased back into the baseband. The noise in each segment

is defined as N(n) which is a function of n, the segmentnumber. The filter response,filter (n) in each seg

ment will be defined as a function of n, the segment number. Then it can be shown that

NWai =X (fUter(n))2(N(n))2(AW)

(3.1)

Since for a first order coder if the N(n) is measured and if it is assumed to be constant within one

segment of the frequency with width=/, , then N(n) increases linearly with the segment number. As

shown in fig. 3.6 the segments are divided into two regions.Forn=3to D

n <h
N^>-u^7 (3.2)

where

D=decimation ratio
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Gt = variance of noise

Ft =oversampling frequency

For n= 1,2

w<B>=&^r -• <3-3>
For a second order coder N(n) increases as Uie squareof the segment number. Again for n=3 to D

For n=l,2

Let us take a look at the filter response. As will be shown later, in order to satisfy the anti-alias

requirement the first zero is put at the resampling frequency, that is at/, as shown in fig. 3.6. Then filter

frequency response is separated into three parts: one for n=l, one for n=2 and the other from n=3 to n=D.

For n=l

filtering (3.6)

For n=2, as shown in fig. 3.6 there is a sharpcurve and the step approximation is not accurate so numerical

integration has to be done when try to compute the aliasednoise.

For n=3 to D

filter (n)=C(1^.) (3.7)
where C=stopbandattentuationthat depends on the type of filter (window) but not on L.

and y=order of the filter.

From equations 3.1,3.2,3.4,3.7 the aliased noise in generalwill have a form like

Nma =*(2) +C]g( (nJy' ?£ (3.8)
where Nwtal = total aliased noise
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N(2) =noisein segment 2 thatdepends on theexactwindow shape in segment 2 as shown in fig. 3.6

x=orderof the coder (x=l for first order and 2 for second ordercoder)

y=orderof the filter

This sum Ntatai should be smaller than the inband noise which is N(\) or the noise in segment 1

given as

N(\)=filter(n)2 (N(n))2 (AW)

(3.9)

From equations 3.9,33,3.5,3.6

Nd>l2((^)S^)2 -^ (3.10)
where x=orderof the coder (x=l for firstorder and 2 for second order)

In general, for most filters numerical integration shows that N(2) is about equal to the inband noise N (1).

Therefore the rest of the terms has to sum up to zero. The exact calculation depends on C but for most

practical purposes the sum shouldconverge as n goesup. Fora practical system n canbe from 100to 1000

and it can safely be replaced the sum by an integral. As it is known ifthe integrand J_x) has y-x just less

than 1, the integralwill converge. If y-x is larger than 1 the integral will diverge and so y-x is picked to be

1 as Uie final choice. That means for a first ordercoder a window that has a response going down as n2

should be selected. For a second order coder the response should go down as n3. The former canbe real

ised by a triangular window and the latter by a so called sine3 window which is just a triangular window

followed by a rectangular window. Note that the above analysis can be extended to higher order sigma-

delta coders as x is not restricted to one or two. That will permit us to predict how complicated the FIR

filter needed to be for higher order filters.

Instead of looking at the frequency domain Candy has come up with a derivation basedon the time

domain for theoptimum filter for a first order coder.5 The window that is optimum is a parabolic window

but a triangular window is very nearly optimum. The derivation is based on a L/D ratio of one but can be

extended easily to other L/D ratios. No such derivation has been published for a second order case.
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3.7 Significance of the L/D ratio

Now if Uieabove two windows are selected what will the L be? Since the rolloff has to be quadratic

for every segment it turns out at every increase of n which corresponds to a step of/, in frequency as

shown in eq. 2 and 4, the window has to go down by 1/4 or 12db, that means 2 zeroes have to be placed

F
since each zero contribute a falloff of 6db. But -r--D the decimation ratio. Therefore the total number of

J*

zeroes= 2D which in turn equals L. ConsequenUy L/D=2. Turning to the second order case the rolloff for

every segment should be cubic, therefore every time f is increased by/, the rolloff has to be 1/8 or 18db,

meaning 3 zeroes have to be placed now. Arguing as above L/D=3. The importance of Uie above discus

sion lies in the fact that not only does it apply to sigma-delta coders of any order, but also to interpolative

coders that have multi-bit A/D and D/A, as well as having a predictor in the feedback loop. The only thing

that one has to watch out for is in this case the or, is a lot smaller to begin with, but the same argument

holds true as far as the ratio of out of band noise to inband noise is concerned. Actually both the use of

multi-bit A/D, D/A and the use of predictive coder serves to reduce a, so all that is changed in the above

discussion is a,. As far as the noise-shaping part is concerned everything remains the same.

A more direct way of coming up with the above L/D ratios is from the observation that since decima

tion is done in two stages not all the noise is aliased back in band after the first stage. Let Uie resampling

frequency be Fg\ as shown in fig. 3.4. Only the noise that is centered around F,i2F,i,...nF,i is aliased. The

rest will be suppressed once more by subsequent filtering which can be done at a much lower rate. In order

to suppress the noise that will be aliased back the noise should be suppressed around multiples of F,\. The

most direct way of doing that is to put zeroes at these frequencies. How many zeroes should be put then?

Since the general rolloff should be proportional to n2, 2 zeroes should be placed at each spot for a first

p
order coder and 3 for asecond order coder. But the number ofspots isjust Dsince Ft\=-jy. ConsequenUy

for a first order coder L/D=2 and for a second order coder L/D=3. This method also points out another cru

cial point that is regardless of the number of stages Uie FIR filter is split into, the L/D ratio is the same.

That is because if L is reduced by increasing F,\, Dis also reduced, since D=~p-. ConsequenUy L/D

remains the same for a particular order of sigma-delta coder. So it pays to use as few FIR filter stages as
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possible, since the L/D ratio is Uie same even though the L will increase. This is contrary to the conven

tional approach of a multi-stage FIR filter implementation for a decimation filter andis something to watch

out for in the design of a multi-channel coder.

Havingestablished the fact that a first order coderneedsan L/D of 2, the secondordercoderan L/D

of 3 for the out of band noise suppression and that a second stage IIR filter is used to do passband shaping,

there is a need to check out the anti-alias requirement This is very dependent on the application's

specification. If at the frequency fa thereis a zero,the suppression is generally larger than 33db.For a tri

angular filter Uie first two zeroes are at 2/L. Actually for most windows Uie first zeroes (or the width of

main lobe) are at 2/L except for the rectangular window. That means if L/D=2, then D=2/L and Fs\ is right

at the point where there is a zero and ConsequenUy the anti-alias requirement is satisfied.This is indepen

dent of the coder, or in other words, to satisfy Uie anti-aliasrequirement even for a second order coder, a

triangular window is good enough.

Knowing that a minimum of L/D of 2 is needed for a firstorderand a L/D of 3 for a second order, it

can be concluded that in terms of area the first order coder will be better off because that means a first

order coder needs two adders and accumulators whereas a second order coder needs three adders and

accumulators. Even though a first order coder needs to sample at 4Mhz to get Uie codec performance

whereas a second order coder needs lMhz and might be able to multiplex some more of the adders, the

state variable cannot be multiplexed, meaning the number of accumulators remains the same. Besides the

L/D ratio the number of bits necessary in Uiecoefficients is also very important because that translates into

the number of bits of the adder and the accumulator. That number depends on the decimation ratio D and

the filter complexity. For a first order coder it is around 14 bits whereas for the second order coder it is

around 18 bits. That means both the adder and the accumulator will be larger. The area of the FIR filter for

the second order approach comes out to be about 50% more than a first order coder. The extra complexity

of control path of the second order coder has not been considered. Because of the simple structure a tri

angular window canbe implementedeasily as an updowncounter. But generating a sine3window is more

involved and may need a PLA. Finally there is also the extra area coming in from the more complicated

analog front end. Comparing Uie areas taken by both approaches Uie second order analog front end can
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occupy 50% to 100% more than that of the firstorder.

3.8 Other considerations

Besides area there are other factors that come into the comparison picture. A first order coder has

the main disadvantage of having to sample at a higher frequency, at 4 Mhz in order to satisfy the codec

specs. That means faster analog and digital circuits are required. In a 3u CMOS technology analog and

digital circuits can be built fast enough to handle a 4Mhz sampling frequency. There is also the dither con

sideration. For a firstorder coder the frequency response exhibits more line like spectrum than the second

order coder. For an input signal smaller than 1/D of the full scale, some of the lines can appearinband and

generate tones. This is not acceptable for a codec, especially in the idle channel condition. To get rid of the

tone, a dither signal is applied to break up the line. Additional technique like putting the codec in an auto-

zero feedback loop will also help the situation.

For the second order coder the main complexity comes from having more complicated analog front

end. Also to maintain stability there is a requirement on how well the components match. Finally there is

the possibility of the coder going into overload. Because of more than one feedback loop, the signal at the

input to thecomparator mayexceed a certain range and thecoder goes intooverload. For a typical coder2

this happens when the input signal is larger than 0.5 of fuU scale and this overload characteristics will cut

into the peak SNR of the coder. However in a codec environment because the SNR requirement is less

stringentwhen the signal is,at full scale,this is not a serious problem.

3.9 Conclusions

With the above discussion the conclusion that can be drawn is that for a multi-channel codec applica

tion using a 3u-CMOS technology a first order sigma-delta coder can be implemented in the least amount

of area. In addition, it offers additional advantages of beingcompatible to digital processes and canexploit

the full advantages of scalingeasierthan otherconventional analog approaches.
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CHAPTER 4

Design Techniques For A Multi-Channel PCM Coder

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concentratedon looking into variousdesign techniques for a multi-channel voiceband

coder. The design techniques include both the architectural and the circuit design level. As concluded in

chapter 3 the optimum oversampled coder , in terms of minimum area and crosstalk for a multi-channel

voiceband coder, is a first order sigma-delta coder followed by a multiplexed decimation filter as shown in

fig. 3.1. The analog front end will be separated for each channel. The decimation filter will be separated

into two stages, the first stage being a FIR filterwhich is a triangular window and Uie second stage being an

IIR filter. The following discussions will be directed towards the design aspects of both the analog front

end and the digital filter. Specifically the different filter architectures for the FIR filter and the IIR filter

will be discussed. The comparisons will again be made under Uie area constraint. Various design

approaches for the analog front end will be explained. The requirements on the operational amplifier and

comparator will then be discussed. Finally Uie circuit implementation details of an experimental prototype

in a 3u CMOS process will be explained.

4.1 Digital decimation filter design

4.1.1 The three filters architecture

As discussed in chapter 3 the decimation filter is best divided into two filters as shown in fig. 3.5. As

it turns out Uie triangle window used for the first filtercannot statisfy Uie anti-alias requirement at 16 Khz.

Since it is not desirable to increase the complexity of the first FIR filter, the best way to resolve this prob

lem is to introduce another FIR filter.The new structureis as shown in fig.4.1. where FER2 decimates from

4 Mhz to 32 Khz, FER3 decimates from 32 Khz to 16 Khz and Uie IIR4 does its computation at 16 Khz and

decimates its output to 8 Khz. As shown in fig. 4.2 the filter response for FIR2 at fa (28 Khz) is more
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attentuated man Uie filter response for FIR1 at fa (12 Khz). Therefore FIR2 can satisfy the anti-alias

requirement of 33db down from passband at/a =28khz. The frequency response for FIR3 willbeasshown

in fig. 4.3 where it will be 33db down at/a =12 Khz. FIR3 is anFIR filter withonly5 coefficients. Since

its main purpose is to suppress signal around 16 Khz so 3 zeroes are put at that frequency. Since FIR3

operates at32Khzit can be multiplexed. IIR4 has frequency response asshown in fig. 4.4. It has apeak up

response to compensate for the droop in the passband of the FIR2 and FIR3. Its passband response has a

ripple that is less than 0.25db so that Uie overall filter's passband response will be equiripple and is less

than 0.25db. Finally it hasstopband suppression of more than 33db around 8 Khz (from 4.6 Khz to 8 Khz).

With this arrangement both FIR3 and IIR4 can be multiplexed and the area is increased just by a small

amount. FIR2 has about the same complexity as FER1 because now the L/D ratio is 2567128=2, same as

thatof FIR1. If we had usedjust FIR1 and IIR4, thecomplexity of FIR1 hasto be increased to havearatio

of L/D=3 to satisfyUie anti-alias requirement of 33db at fa =12Khz. The aboveargument is particularly

valid in a multi-channel coder environement but can also be extended to a single channel case.

Having shown Uie frequency responses for Uie three filters, a full discussion of the issues involved in

the implementation of each one of them will follow. Since FIR2 needs to sample at a highrate it will be

implemented using a custom approach and this is called the first stage. This means the property of thetri

angle window should be exploited to reduce area. FTR3 and HR4 can be multiplexed and theywill together

constitute a second stage.

Alternative first stage FIR architectures

Since a multi-channel approach is usedUie control can be done relatively easy. It can be doneusing a

ROM, a PLA or just random logic. Sincea triangle window used, a counter seems to be the best choice.

Also attention has to be paid to the fact that the adder shouldbe multiplexed to save hardware. So Uie ran

dom logic should be realized to implement this efficienUy.
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Fig. 4.1 Three filters architecture

4.1.2 ROM-based FIR filter

This approach hasbeen widely used1 as it can be used for windows for arbitrary length and shape,

that is, windowsmore complicated than a triangular window. An exampleis includedin fig.4.5. where the

L/D is two. The number of accumulators is equal to Uie L/D ratio. The importantadvantage here is that

only half of the ROM needed be stored because the FIR filter's coefficents are symmetric. Also Uie use of

the shuffler is to activate the proper adder when the L/D ratio is larger than one.

The operation of the circuit is as follows: For an FIR filter as shown in fig. 4.6 the output at sample n

is defined as:

y«_ 2* ^*~* ** -* (4.1)

where cn=coefficient
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That means L adders (or alternately one L-input adder) and multipliers are needed because for any

input sample L multiplies are done and one addition with L inputs are done. Now since the input is a one-

bit code the multiplier is replaced by an AND gate. Furthermore if there is decimation and if Uie the deci

mation ratio D=L there is a need to compute only once out of L. That is, yH-\ to y„-L can be skipped. There

is a need to compute only yn. But y„ can be computed in L samples. With L additions to be done in L sam

ples, only one binary adder is necessary. That adder has to perform the sum at eq. 4.1. Now since only one

addition can be done per sample the coefficient c„ needed to be generated once per sample. Referring to

fig. 4.5, that is what the coefficient ROM is doing, that is, at every sample Uie address is updated by the

counter. Extending to L/D larger than one case, in this case the L/D=2 means that at every sample two

additions needed to be done. This can be accomplished by having two adders. Now since the filter outputs

once every L/2 times the sum that needed to be computed is

Cm—iXm

••*•y« 40—2* cn+0-i xH +d_i

(4.2)

(4.3)
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Since two sums are needed mere are two sets of coefficients that needed to be supplied to the two adders

per input sample.These two sets of coefficentsare,however, spaced from one anotherby D=L/2.So that is

what the shuffle network is doing. The ROM is divided into two columns, one with coefficents from c \ to

cl/2, the other from cl/2+i to cl- At any sample the shuffle network will switch the correct coefficent to the

properadder. Similarly the multiplexer wiU decide which addersum is shifted to the output, depending on

whether y„ or yH+n is needed. There is one further simplicationthat can be achieved due to the symmetry

of the FIR filter. Therefore only half of the coefficients needed to be stored. When Uie coefficent reaches

cm-*Li2 we just count down again. This is accomplished by the up/down counter.

Differential encoding

There is the choice of whether one should encode the coefficients or whether one should do encoding

differentially. That means in the ROM instead of putting c„

5c* = c-c-i is placed. The advantage of doing this is the reduction of Uie number of bits required. That

is because the FIR filler coefficients vary slowly. However an additional adder is needed to recover the

coefficient before it get multipled by the input sample. The final circuits also contain some extra control
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logic. The merit of going into differential encodingdepends on how many bits is needed in the coefficient

to begin with. Under the presentcircumstance the extracircuitsand routingdo not justify such a scheme.

Custom FIR filter for a triangle window

The above approach can be used for any FIR filteras long as it is symmetric, which is true for most

of the FIR filter used for sigma-delta coder. However for a firstorder coder, if one is going to use a triangle

window, then the simple shape of the time domain impulse response of the FIR filter can be further

exploited. Two such approacheswill be ouUined.

4.1.3 Custom triangle window by Candy

This design is originated by Candy.2 As shown in fig. 4.7 it consists of no counter and no ROM.

Instead it exploits the property of a triangle window as a rectangular window followed by another rec

tangular window. Now a rectangle window that has a decimated output can be implemented by an accumu

lator and so the circuit is consisted of two accumulator stages. The basic operation of the circuit is as fol

lows: The first stage is used to accumulate the input sample through a register and an adder to get nodeO.

The signal CD is the reset signal. It enables the addition for D samples, then it resets the register and starts

a sequence of operations to compute the final output This sequence is consisted of multiplying nodeOby D

to get nodel which is the areaof the shaded partas shown in fig. 4.8. Simultaneously the sum is passed to

to node2 which is the shaded areain fig. 4.8. It can then be shown

node l=D'%Xi (4.3)

node2^^(D-i)Ki (4.4)

node 3=node \-node2=l=y"1flfl- (4.5)

Node3 will be as shown in fig. 4.8 and if it is shifted and added to node2, the output will be generated

which is the output of a trianglewindow outputtedevery D samples.

Note that this approach has the advantage of having no coefficient ROM. Also the first accumulator

needs to be about half the length of the second accumulator and some savings can be achieved. AnoUier

important advantage is that it does not assume the input code is one bit, so if a noise-shaping coder using
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Fig. 4.7 Candy's FIR filter

multi-bit ADC and DAC is used this scheme can also be used without introducing any multiplier. Similarly

if a multi-stage FIR filter approach is used the latter stage will have a multi-bit input and this schemewill

be useful. The main hardware consists of the two accumulators that needed to be implemented at high

speed. All the other logic like the subtraction, delay and final addition can be done at low speed and can

be multiplexed with Uie hardware for the second stage FIR filter and IIR filter.

Disadvantages

This scheme works well if one is going to use two adders for the filter. However for a 3u CMOS

technology a 16bit adder can be designed to run at around 10 Mhz. Since Uie samplingfrequency is only4

Mhz the adder should be multiplexed to save area. Unfortunately this approachdoes not lend itself to mul

tiplexingeasily without introducing extra registersas temporary storageelementsas well as a host of con

trol lines. The advantage of having one smaller adder as presented above is lost

4.1.4 Prototype Custom FIR filter for a triangle window
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Fig. 4.8 timing diagram

In Uus section the prototype custom FIR design will be discussed. Shown in fig. 4.9 is the architec

ture of die FIR filter. It is shown for a four channel filter where one counter provides all die coefficients.
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The XI through X4 are just the one bit code from the four analog front ends. The distinct feature of this

approach is that theadder in each channel is multiplexed. As wiU be shown later careful design of thecon

trol structure allowthis to be implemented in a simple fashion. The detailed implementation of the onebit

slice of adder and control is shown in fig. 4.10. In fig.4.10 PC0 andPCs are Uie LSB and MSB from the

program counter whichis an up-counter. PQ is the i-bitof thecounter. The PCs signal is usedto invertthe

counter output after it counts D samples. Essentially it converts the up-counter into an up-down counter.

The PCo signal is used to flip thecounter output between every cycle. As is discussed above in eq. 4.3,4.4

sinceL/D is equal to 2, two setsof coefficients are necessary. If two accumulators are usedthese two sets

of coefficients have tobe provided simultaneously. Now since only one adder is used, we will have to pro

videthem alternately. Furthermore since ina triangle window thetwo sets of coefficents are justan inverse

of one another, further simplification can be achieved. This is done by PCo which together withUie XOR

gate, flip thecounter output every cycle. Thephil and phi2 together with the twoinverters serve asaregis

ter. There are altogether four registers. Two of the registers areused to hold state variables for the addi

tion. The other two registers are used to hold Uie decimated outputs. These outputs are then latched and

transferred to the next stage filter. The latch.phil, latch.phi2 signals are signals generated by ANDing a

latch signal and phil orphi2. The latch signal happens once every Dsamples and what it does is essentially

latching Uie new output as well as pushing the old output down like a FIFO. The chn.stl and chn.st2 are

signals provided by thenext stage filter to grab theoutput Bascially there are four channels andso Uie next

stage filter has to determine whichchannel's output it wants to fetch. This is determined by thechn(channel

n) input. Inaddition since mere are twooutputs residing in the FIFO, Uie stl(strobel), st2(strobe2) signals

will differentiate which one to take. Finally the resetphil signal is used to reset the FIR filter afterUie out

put hasbeenlatched. The timings of these signals are shown in fig. 4.11.

4.1.5 Circuit designs for the FIR filter

The major speed limitation of Uie FIR filter is Uie ripplecarry chain. Therefore efforts are made to

make the adderruns as fast as possible. Two adderdesignshave been used in two different chips and their
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•ddert

r«g11

reg12

Fig. 4.9 Prototype FIR filter for a trianglewindow

performances compared. Adderl, as shown in fig. 4.12 is of the basic transmission gate type. The W/L of

the transistors are optimised for the speedrequirement and is shown in table4.1
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Fig. 4.10 Implementation of one-bit slice of the datapath
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*1*2 *, *2 *, *2 *1*2 *, *2 *1*2 *, *2 *1*2 *1 *2 *1*2 *, *2 *, 02

0 1 2 3 254 255 256 257 510 511 0 1

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 0

• ••

0 0 1 1

• ••

1 1 0 0

0 1 0 * 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

xor-out 0 127 6 126 127 0 127 0 0 127 0 127

reset #, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

latch. 0a 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

latch £, o

Transistor

M1

M3

M5

M7

M9

M11

M13

M15-M24

0 0 1 0 0

Fig. 4.11 timing for the FIR filter

W/L Transistor

21/3 M2

13.5/3 M4

9/3 M6

6/3 . M8

24/3 M10

13.5/3 M12

12/3 M14

6/3

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

W/L

9/3

10.5/3

27/3

10.5/3

10.5/3

27/3

13.5/3

Table 4.1 W/L of Adderl

Spice simulation shows that this adder can run with a propagation delay of around4.5ns per stage.

As shown in the circuitdiagram the majorbuildingblock is the first circuit that generates that XOR func

tions. Using this the Sum and theCarry out function can be implemented. Ripplecarry delay is determined

by the gate loading of M2, M5, M9, M12 and drain capacitances of Mil, MIO in normal cases. In worse
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case when the transmission gate Mil, MIO is on then the loading due to the drain source capacitances of

M5.M2 as well as the gate capacitances of M7, M8 will also be present The major advantage of this adder

is it is smaller because it uses transmission gates. Because adders needed to be used a lot in the FIR filter,

this design is selected to minimise area. However as can be seen the loading makes this adder slower than

Adderl! as described below. Adderll, as shown in fig.4.13 is an adder that minimises the loading of the

carry chain. It is the adder designed for the cell library of the Berkeley Lager system. In additionit does

not use any transmission gate in the feedback. The size of this adder is bigger thanthe Adderl but the pro

pagation delayis smaller. This adder hasbeen fabricated independently and the delay hasbeenmeasured to

be around 2.2ns per stage. The W/L of M5, M6 are 16.5/3, for Ml3, M15 are 21/3. For the rests the n

transistors all have W/L=6/3 and the p transistors all have W/L=12/3.
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The logical operation of this adder is as depicted on the diagram where the Sum and Cout is gen

erated by two different parts of the circuitry. The major difference between this adder and the Adderl is

that the carry path is decoupled from the sum path and so no extra loading is present Cin propagates

through M15, M18 to get Cout The carry propagation delay comes mainly from drain capacitances of

M14, M15, M16, M17 as well as the gatecapacitances from the next stagethatcorresponds to M15, M18.
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4.2 Second stage filter design issues

Forthe secondstagedesignwe have to decide on the architecture of implementing both the FIR3and

IIR4 as shownin fig. 4.2. FIR3 is a five-taps FIR filter and IIR4is anelliptic filter. To determine the struc

ture of IIR4 a coupleof options areavailable. For an IIR filter an elliptic filter can achieve the passband

and stopband requirement in the lowestorder. Furthermore sincein the stopband there is attentuation from

the previous FIR filters, so the requirement can be relaxed. In addition this filter has to satisfy the group

delay specification for the coder. It has been found that a 4th-order elliptic filter will satisfy the filter

response as shown in fig. 4.4. as well as the group delay requirement Having decided on using the elliptic

filter there is a choice between a cascaded structure and a wave-digital structure. A cascaded realization is

shown in fig. 4.2.1 and a wave digital filter implementation is shown in fig. 4.2.2. The cascaded structure is

simpler to implement but the wave-digital filter is less sensitive to rounding in the coefficients. However if

the coefficents are expressed using CSD (canonical sign digit) and if the multiply is implemented using

shift-and- add then it is the number of ones and minus-ones in the coefficients that counts, instead of the

total number of bits in the coefficients. Comparing the two schemes using the above criterion it is found

that the cascaded structure has about the same performance as the wave-digital filter and so the cascaded

structure is selected.

input

fig.4.2.1 cascaded structure
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input

oupm

-<3—0

fig.4.2.2 wave-digital structure

4.2.1 Bit serial approach

The second stage design issue is concentrated on the filter architecture choice. Again the problemis

one of minimising the area. The choices under consideration are bit serial,3 and microprogrammed

approaches. It can be seen that for a multi-channel coder, the necessity to multiplex the second stage filter

generates some interestingcomparisonsbetween the two approaches.

Description of the bit serial approach

As a simple example of this methodology, fig. 4.2.3 demonstrates the integration of a first-order

recursive filter. Fig. 4.2.3a shows the block diagram of a first-order filter with a discrete coefficient a =



a-0.10101. 1/2(1+1/4(1+1/4))

(a)

(b)

1-bit adder ubit-serial shift-registers - shimming delays

•51-

(c)

Fig.4.2.3 bit-serial architecture

0.10101. The signal word length is assumed to be 8bits. The fixed nature ofthe coefficient is exploited by

expanding the multiplication operation into powcr-of-two scaling (shift) and add operations as in fig.

4.2.3b. The synthesis of the expanded block diagrm of fig. 4.2.3b into abit-serial architecture is given in

fig. 4.2.3c. The architecture is constructed by interconnecting l-bil pipelined building blocks, such as 1-bit
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adders, shift-registers, zero-injectors (used to perform a scaling witha negative power of two).A controller

is added to the architecture to generate appropriate control signals to ensure correct synchronisation of

these bit-serial building blocks. Thecircuit and layout descriptions of cells which implement the building

blocksof thebit-serial architecture arestored in a predefined cell library.

Bascially the bit serial approach runs at a speed that is independent of the complexity of the algo

rithm. However, the area is a direct function of the algorithm. So if the speed is not needed, such an

approach will lead to a waste in terms of area. For bit-serial architectures, ifFe is the maximum clock rate

at which the bits are propagated through the pipelinedbit-serialbuilding blocks (fig. 4.2.3c) and W is the

p
signal word length then the maximum possible throughtput is -^ .So for agiven clock rate the throughput

is inversely proportional to the number of bits representing the internal signals. On the otherhand, the total

number of shift registerblocks required in the bit-serial architecture (fig. 4.2.3c) is directly proportional to

the signalworklength W. Hence a minimisationof signalword lengths maximises the throughput/unitarea.

The signal word length also determines the signal/noise ratio, dynamic range and relative amplitude of

limit-cycle oscillations.

Disadvantages of the bit serial approach

Compared to the microprogrammed approach, the bit serial approach works at a higher speed but it

suffers from two drawbacks: one is the fact that it uses shift registers rather thanRAM cells as statevari

able storage elememnts and a shift register can take as much as 3 times more area than a 3T RAM cell

when the amount of storage is large. In our case there is a need of a RAM of the size 40words*20bits

which is roughly IK bits. A comparison between the layout of a bit serial and a microprogrammed

approach shows the difference. This is particularly true since the second stage filter is being multiplexed.

In multiplexing, the datapath can be shared but not the storage for the state variables. For the micropro

grammed approach the totalamount of storage is roughly one-thirdthe size of the total second stage filter.

In a bit-serial approach this would increase the percentage to more than 60%. Futhermore in the second

stage thereis a need to implementboth the FIR3 andthe HR4.A microprogrammed approach lendsa lot of

flexibility in implementing both types of filter while a bit serial approach precludes such options. In

essence in a microprogrammed approach in orderto implement an FIR and an IIR filterall that needs to be
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done is to make sure that there are enough number of cycles to handle the computation. The area hardly

increases(except for the amount for the state variables). In a bit-serial approach the hardware has to be

increased everytimethe filter complexity increases. Since oursecond stage filter canbe implemented at32

khz there is no need for the speed advantage.

4.2.2 Microprogrammed approach

The microprogrammed approach 4 is to encode the DSP algorithm intoa microprogram and imple

ment the program in an architecturethat resembles an ordinary computer. In such it offers flexibility at the

expense of speed. Unlike the bit serialapproach, as long as the speed is adequate, the size of the hardware

is independent of the complexity of the algorithm. However, the speed is now limited by the speed of the

adder which in turn determines the clock speed, as well as the number of clock cycles available per input

sample. This in turn is determined by the complexity of the algorithm. As long as the speed offered by a

particulartechnology and a particularalgorithm stays within the limit, no area penalty is paid. Also because

we encode the algorithm as a general purpose programit is a lot easier to combine both the implementation

of the FIR filter and the IIR filter together. Furthermore the decimation property of the FIR filter can be

exploited to reduce the number of cycles needed.

Shown in fig. 4.2.4 is the basic architecture of the processor. The processor executes its micropro

gram (stored in ROM) once per sample interval. The PC(program counter) and ROM are collectively

known as the control sequencer. The output of the control sequencer is a sequence of control words. The

control word can be subdivided into a number of fields. One of these is the address offset field. It is this

field that is used as input to the AAU (address arithmeticunit) macrocell. The AAU modifies the address

offset to produce the effective address for the processor data memory (RAM). Viewed together, the ROM,

PC and AAU present a stream of horizontal control and address words to the AUIO, RAM. The AUIO

(arithmetic unit and I/O) consists of an arithmetic unit and an I/O interface. The arithmetic unit together

with the RAM (data memory) form the signal data path. This is where all operations on signals are per

formed. This data path may be microcoded to perform fixed coefficient multiplies, add, subtractand accu

mulate operations.
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Fig. 4.2.4 microprogrammedarchitecture

The processor assembly executes its microprogram once per sample interval. Since primitiveopera

tions such as multipliesmust be microcoded (due to the absence of a hardware multiplierwhich will take a

lot of area) it follows that the sample rate must be substantially slower than the processor's clock rate. In

order to make the clock rate as fast as possible heavy pipelingon the data-path is used. This is possible

becausein the filter implementation the executionsequence is known aheadof time and very few branches,

if any occur. The pipelined datapath is shownin fig. 4.2.5.It canbe seenthatheavy pipelining is madepos

sibleby the MOR (memory outputregister), SOR (shiftoutput register) and ACC (accumulator). With this

pipelining the speed limitation comes from within the stages and the crictical path will be limited by the

adder stage. In a 3u CMOS technology, for an adder of 20bits, clock rate in excess of 8Mhz can be

expected. Thatmeans for aninput sampling rate of 16kHz around 500operations can be performed. If this

is time sharedbetween between 4 channels, then each channel will get around 128 cycles. Most of these

cycles go into shift and add operations to implement a multiply and so the number of ones in the

coefficients of the FIR filter and IIR filter will determine the number of cycles required. In actual coding,

fewer than 64 cyclesare needed for ourapplication and we are well within the capability offered by this

approach. For more generalapplications the ratioof the clock rate to sample rate is an important parameter.
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Fig. 4.2.5 pipelined datapath
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If this ratio is too small, then there would not be time for a significant amount of processing during the

sample interval. On the other hand, if the ratio of clock rate to sample rate becomes very large, the archi

tecture exhibits an imbalance wherein the control ROM consumes nearly all of the silicon area, and the

datapath only a small fraction. This situation is aggravated since the horizontal control words are not

densely encoded.

4.2.3 Lager System

The microprogam approach that is used here is based on a silicon compiler system called the Lager

system 5developed in Berkeley. The silicon compiler system, being general purpose does notproduce the

most area efficient solution for our application. Hence several modifications have been introduced to cus

tomise the design.

The Lager system is an approach which uses large, parameterized blocks of circuitry called macro-

cells. These macrocells differ from standard-cells in that they are large. Also standard-cell designs consist

of regular rows of cells separated by wiring channels. Macrocells are assembled from a cell library by

forming a two-dimensional array of cells. This leads to macrocells which are themselves very dense. The

Lager design systems involve considerable supporting software for simulation and layout generation.There

are bascially the following software packages:

LAGER (LAyout GenerAtoR)

The automatic layout system used to develop the digital signal processing circuits described in this

paper. It includes a logic simulator, a design compiler, a module generator, and a place and route

tool.

Demon

The logic simulator, used to test a control algorithm before it is ready for the physical layout

Archer

The design compiler. This tool takes a valid design file, tested previously, and generates a

parametricdescription of every macrocell which will be required by the layout
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TimLager

A tool which generates the macrocell from its parametric description. It requires a setof leafcells

and a module-specific subroutine before it can tilea macrocell. TimLager creates both thephysical

layoutanda hardware descriptor file used by theplace androute tool.

Flint

The place and route tool used on macrocells generated by TimLager.

To implement the filter a design file has to be written by the designer. This file is an assembly

language type program that instructs the hardware to implement the filterfunction as shown in the appen

dix. The design file is the input we need to pass to the program Archer. The output, ideally is a layout.

There are however various modifcations that are added tooptimise for area. The details aredescribed in6

4.2.5 Modifications to the Address arithmetic unit

Since there is a need to take input from four channels, one should use the sample counter in the AAU

to index the memory for the correct state variables. Furthermore, since each channel takes two inputs from

the first stage FIR filter, the AAU can be used to do proper indexing.However there are two reasons why

this is not done: One, is the fact area should be minimised. Since the four channels have the same number

of cycles the upper two bits of the program counter can be used to distinguish which channel is being exe

cuted. In order that the correct RAM locations will get accessed, special care has to be taken in the design

file. In other words, when the locals are declared, the RAM locations have to be put in the order of the

channel. Secondly, the timing of the data coming from the FIR2 makes it complicated to do simple index-

ing.6 Consequently special hardware buffers are built to match the timing requirement between the FIR2

andFIR3.
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43 Analog Front End Design

The function ofthe analog front end istoimplement the H(z) function asdiscussed inchapter 2.10.

input
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Fig.4.3.1 RCimplementation
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Fig. 4.3.2 Resistorimplemented as switched capacitor

4.3.1 Alternative Analog Architectures

There are a variety of ways in which one can implement the low-pass function. Thefirst way is to

use anRC type implementation7 as shown infig. 4.3.1. Another approach is touse the switched capacitor

principle to simulate the resistor.8 as in fig. 432. This will be especially beneficial in a technology in

which high gain opamp cannot bebuilt easily, for example the NMOS technology. The problem here is

C- C-that the capacitor ratioes -7^-and-^- are large, and are on the order of400 for the voiceband application.
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Both approaches however suffer from the lack of having an opamp and hence a summing node which will

reduce the amount of noise injected from the substrate. This is especially important in a multi-channel

coder where crosstalk from other channels as well as digital switching noise from the digital filter will

appear at the same terminal as the input signal. Futhermore in both approaches the low-pass filter does not

have gain which means the comparator has to provide large gain. This is due to the fact that at half the

sampling frequency if- and at idle channel condition the output should be the idle pattern: 1, -1,1, -1....

However since the RC time constant has a rolloff of 6db per octave, for a 5V supply the idle pattern is

reduced to around 10mv input and the comparatorhas to be able to resolve this signal at 4Mhz.

Vout

Fig. 4.3.3 switched capacitorintegratorarchitecture

Prototype architecture

The prototype uses a MOS switched-capacitor integrator. The configuration as shown in fig. 4.3.3 is

inherently insensitive to stray capacitances associated with the signal capacitors CiandC2. In a digital pro

cess, the capacitorexhibits a large parasitic capacitance from the bottom plate that may even considerably
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exceed the value of the signal-path capacitor. Note that the ratio-accuracyof -rr- does not directly affect

the converter accuracy.

43.2 Overall Analog requirements and solutions

Crosstalk

Since four analog front ends needed to be put on the same chip, there is a certain amount of crosstalk

between different channels. The channel to channel crosstalk specification for a coder is less than 75db for

a 1 kHz sine-wave. The crosstalk comes from different sources: power supply, substrate, ground, and any

component that is shared. To minimise the crosstalk the following methods have been used in the proto

type. One is to separate the voltage reference and bias generator between different channel. This increases

the chip areabut can achieve better isolation.The other is to use a fully differential architecture. In a fully

differential architectureany crosstalk that is injected will become a common-mode signal if the matching is

ideal.

Power supply rejection

This is another key element of design since there is so much digital circuitry sharing the same sub

strate with the analog circuit. In the prototype a fully differential architecture is used to help alleviate the

situation. Another important factor is the bandwidth of the opamp. Power noise can be coupled to the out

put node of the opamp if the output impedance is large. At low frequency due to the high loop gain the out

put impedance is reduced by a lot At high firequency the gain of the opamp drops and the output

impedance increases. That means the coupling is more severe. Consequently an opamp has to have gain-

bandwidth productat least several times larger than the frequency at which the digital circuit is working at

For the digital filter the FIR filter is working at 8 Mhz and the IIR filter at 4 Mhz. Therefore the opamp is

designed to have gain-bandwidth product in excess of8MHz.

Another source of power noise is from the output drivers. Since the drivers have to drive off-chip

load, the switching current is large. One way in which the oversampling technique can be exploited is to

arrange for the output pad drivers to switch at the downsampling frequency, as that is the time when the

output is needed. Another improvement is by selecting the clock cycle in which the output pad driver
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switches (phil) to be different from the clock cycle in which the opamp needs to setde(phi2).

433 Requirements on the operational amplifer

Offset

Ideally in a coder environment the signal encoded is speech and so the dc offset is not significant In

fact, usually a coder is biased at a particular dc level by an auto-zero feedback loop to minimise the idle

channel noise. The offset of the integrator is going to be the offset of the opamp modified by the ratio of

the input capacitor to feedback capacitor. For a single-ended architecture the offset of an opamp comes

from the following sources: a) mismatch betweenVrtf+andVrtf.. In otherwords,if the input is 0, the code

should be 1 -1 1 -1 ...etc. However due to mismatch in Vw/4andVw/_ the output can be 0.9 -1 0.9 -1 ...

Therefore there will be a dc offset problem, b) mismatch in input transistor sizes c) mismatch in input

transistorbias current due to voltage drop across power and ground d) mismatch in charge injection due to

mismatch in sampling capacitor and sampling switches. In a fully differential scheme, the mismatch

between Vnt/4andVrrw/- will be cancelled as is shown in section4.3.4. Offset can be minimized by careful

layout and careful choice of input transistorsizes.

Gain

As far as the effect of the gain on the quantization noise is concerned, the main effect of the finite

gain of the opamp is to modify the noise-shape of the integrator as shown in fig. 4.3.4. In other words the

effect of the finite gain is to modify the frequency response of an integrator from having a pole at dc to

having a pole at some finite frequency. Moreover the dc gain of an integrator is no longerinfinite,but it is

equal to A, the opamp gain. Since the noise transfer function is (\}u\ where H=integrator tranfer func

tion, the noise tranfer function for large H is just 1/Hand is as shown in fig. 43.4. Now the effect of this

modification is to admit more inband noise as shown. Both from simulation and from calculation one can

show that the opamp gain needs to be about the oversampling ratio. That this is the casecanbe explained

by referring to fig.43.4. From the fig it can be seen thatthe response with finite opamp gain has the zero

moved from dc to some frequency. If that frequency is fe it can be ascertained how much extra noise is
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excess inband noise

fs/2

Fig.43.4 Effect of finite opamp gain

introduced. Given thatthe spectral density of a first order coder is a function the frequency f, therefore with

ideal response the inband noise = l/3(/c3). Whereas with modified response we have inband noise =/c3

and the signal to noiseratio drops down by 4.8db. If this is defined as the acceptable loss then the zero

should be placed at fc. Now using the geometric property of similar triangle it can be shown that the

opamp gain A=Jj-=£-. For the prototype the oversampling ratio is 512. Based on the above formulae

together with a safety margin it is determined thata gain of 1000is needed.
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Harmonic distortion

For the second and third harmonic the requirement is 40db. The harmonic distortion comes from the

following sources: a) signal dependent charge injection, b) capacitor voltage coefficient c) opamp non

linear gain. To eliminate error coming from thefirst source, a switching scheme similar to9 is used. That

means in fig. 4.3.5 $v$w .teste*' are delayed by 2 inverter delays from 4>i.te* ,te.tefr

respectively. For capacitor voltage coefficient, the important capacitor is the sampling capacitor. The feed

back capacitor can have a large voltage coefficient because the D/A is just one-bit and so the voltage across

the capacitor is constant Simulation shows that for harmonic distortion less than 80db the voltage

coefficient can be as high as lOOppm which is larger than that of metal-poly capacitors in most processes.

Finally the nonlinearity of the opamp can be minimisedby operating the opamp in a small voltage swing.

r.

This can be accomplished easily by adjusting the ratio -*f- as shown in fig. 4.33.

Noise

Achievable dynamic range in monolithic A/D circuits is constrained by the available signal swing at

one extreme and noise sources at the other. Noise can arise from the power supply or substrate coupling as

discussed above, clock signal feedthrough, and from thermaland 1/f noise generation in the MOS devices.

The components of importance for circuit noise are the opamp and the MOS analog switches.

A lower bound on quantization noise in sigma-delta converters arises from low-frequency com

ponents of induced power-supply and substrate noise, primarily through the opamp; 1/f noise and thermal

noise in the input MOS transistors. 1/f noise is not a problem in the circuit because large input devices are

needed for the speed otherwise. Thermalnoiseis a more fundamental problem. Becauseof thermal noisein

the switch resistances, each voltage sampled onto a capacitanceC exhibitsan uncertainityof variancekT/C

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is absolute temperature.10 For an inputcircuit like fig. 4.3.3, the

input capacitorsees two switchpaths per clockcycle, for a noisevariance of 2kT/C.The noise sources in

the switches and opamp actually interact due to bandwidth effects, but it has been established that a lower

bound for the combined opamp and switch thermal sources in this configuration is 2kT/C. If D is the deci

mation ratio, the (uncorrelated) thermal noise variance falls by a similar amount The maximum RMS
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value ofasinusoidal signal, within apower supply voltage Vs* isVs$2 "^2 )- Combining these factors gives

a maximumsignal-to-thermal-noise ratio for anoversampling frocrt cod bassdcm. fig. 4.33, expressed asan

amplitude ratio,of

SNRr^y^-lDCIkT

where V^is the total power-supply voltage, D is the oversampling ratist, sad C is the magnitude of the

input sampling capacitor.

With a 5-volt power supply,D=512 and03pf capacitors, SNRbkcorresponds to about17bits.This

is morethanenough forourpresent application which requires aOT?^©! around 13bits.

Settling time

Depending on the model of settling,differentanalytical results can be obtained to predict what the

requirement is. If the settling is linear, meaning that the outputvoltage rises in an exponential fashion and

never has ringing, then the effect is one of changing the integrator response and consequently the noise

shaping response. Then it hasbeen shownthatat least foran LDItype integrator the tranfer function of the

integrator is changed so thatundermoderate andlarge setdingerror the integator appear very lossy as if the

opamp has a very low gain. Undersucha condition computer simulation "has established that setdingerror

on the order of 10% of the full scale is tolerable10 If themodelof the settling is such thatthe output rings

and the error is random from sample to sample, then one can model the setding error as a random noise,

just like the model of the quantization noise. In this case sinceShe noisesource follows the integrator, it is

subjectedto noise shaping and again the settling requirement will be very loose.Howeverbecause there is

slewing in the opamp the settling error will have some correlation with the input signal. If the opamp set

tling error is referred back to the inputlike signal, thatis if everytime the opamp settles the error is madeso

that it is always accumulated, then it can be shown that a 13bxt accuracy requires the settling error to be

less than 13bit That is because now the opamp settling error s referred hack to the input andany error it

makes is identical to an input error. It is this approach that has been chosen in the design of the prototype.

With a 4Mhz clock and the clock cycle divided into (foandte only half the clock cycle is available for the

opamp to settle. That is the opamp has to settle to within 0.01% in 125ns.
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43.4 Prototype Opamp

As discussed above the opamp used will have the following properties:

1) fast settling: 0.01% in 125ns

2) medium gain: 1000

In addition the crosstalk between opamp has to be low and the power supply rejection has to be

good. Given the requirement and the choice of a 3u CMOS single poly, double metal technology, the

opamp chosen is a fully differential, single stage class A opamp with a folded cascode n output stage. It

uses dynamic common mode feedback12 for establishing the common mode output voltage.

Integrator

The overall integrator is as shown in fig. 43.5. It is a bottom-plate integrator which minimises the

effect of the parasitics. Note that there is a separate input for thedither signal. Because of the full differen

tial arrangement any mismatch between VM/4andVw/_ will becancelled out For example if Vn/+ is 1.1

instead of 1 and V„f- is -1, and if we usesingle ended approach and let us apply a 0 input theoutput will

be 1.1, -1,1.1 -1 ... and the dc value is0.05. Now in a fully differential approach 1means Vref+-Vnf- =

2.1 and a -1 means - V„/+-Vr*/- =-2.1. so the average value of 2.1, -2.1,2.1, -2.1 is still zero and there is

no offset All the n switches have W/L ofl3.5/3 and all p switches have W/L of 30/3. Selection of the

sizes of the switches and sampling capacitor CiandC2 isa trade-off between thespeed of theRC time con

stant and the amount of charge injection. Larger switch means faster sampling, but also means more clock

feedthrough due to overlap capacitance. Furthermore this also means more charge injection during the

turn-off of the switches, due to the flow of the channel charge. Note that the amount of charge injection

depends on the impedance seen on the drain orsource side of the switch and hence onthe voltage differ

ence. Because the input signal is different from cycle tocycle thesource voltage willbe different. Onthe

other hand the drain voltage iskeptatvirtual ground and sothe amount of charge injection will bedifferent

from cycle to cycle. This means the charge injection is signal dependent and will cause harmonic distor

tion. To remedy the situation another clock scheme is introuduced. In addition to the original fo,te clock

now we have te'.te'clock which are derived from the original clocks by delaying them through two invert-
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ers as shown in fig. 43.5. The effect of this clock scheme is to make sure that the switch which is con

nected to ground or virtual ground is switched off first Hence the amount of charge injection, which

depends on the voltage of the tumoff side, will always be constant This will introduce an offset but no har

monic distortion. When the other side of the switch is turned off subsequenUy, it is like pumping charge

into a floating capacitor and so no charge injection occurs.
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Transistor W/L Transistor W/L

MD1 338/4.5 MD2 338/4.5

MD3 338/4.5 MD4 338/4.5

MD5 138/4.5 MD6 138/4.5

MD7 270/4.5 MD8 270/4.5

MD9 650/3 MD10 650/3

MC1 28/4.5 MC2 28/4.5

MC4 62/4.5 MC5 62/4.5

MC6 28/4.5 MC7 28/4.5

MC8 62/4.5 MC9 62/4.5

MC10 675/4.5

Table 43.1 Device sizes for opamp

Opamp

Shown in fig. 43.6 is the circuit schematic of the opamp. The device sizes are as shown in table

43.1 The operation of the opamp is divided into the differential amplifier and the common mode feedback

amplifer. The differential amplifier is a single stage amplifier with a folded cascode output branch. If we

look at one branch of the amplifier it will be consisted of MClO, MD9, MD7, MD5, MD3, MDl. This half

is like common source, common gate amplifier with the input coming in from MD9, and output from MD5.

MDl, MD3, MD7 and MClO serve as current sources. This is basically a current steering amplifier with

the input voltage steering the amount of current flowing in the two branches. The output impedance of the

ft
double cascode branch is (GnR0ui)—rjr-t where Rout is inversely proportional to the drain current and

increases with the device channel length while Gm is porportional to the square root of the current

voltage -gain^G^ G^Roui^Rox^
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The high impedance node of the opamp is at the output node, therefore the load capacitance is used for

compensation and no extracompensation capacitor is needed. The first non-dominant pole of the opampis

Gm^
determined by p** where Cp is the total capacitance present atthecascode nodeandiscomprised of the

gate-to-source capacitance Cgs of thecascode device MD5, thesum of thejunction capacitance Cj associ

ated with the diffusions of the driver MD9, the n channel current source MD7 and the cascode device

MD5. For a fixed Cp the non-dominant pole is proportional to G„M)%. This in turn decides how fast the

opamp can settle. However since RouX is proportional to L, so the gain is also proportional to L. Major

design effort is then used to tradeoff the gainversus the settlingtime by properselection of the bias current

and device sizes.

Shown in fig. 43.7 is a spice output of the frequency response of the opamp. It shows that opamp has a

gain of 60db or 1000. The unity gain bandwidth is around 35Mhz. However due to the large sizes of the

input transistors, the input capacitance is not negligible compared to the feedback capacitor and so the

feedback factor is less than one, and we get only around 27 Mhz of bandwidth. Shown in fig. 4.3.8 is a

spice output of the transient response of the whole integrator. It can be seen that the opamp settles to 0.01%

by around 80ns.

Common mode feedback

The common mode feedback circuit works as follows: As shown in fig. 43.5 the ac voltage at

nodel0(common-mode feedback) is given by the average of the output voltages, Vout+andVoia- . If The

feedback capacitor C-jandCs matches perfectly and if the parasitic capacitance at nodelO is small, the the

common-mode portion of the output signal is transmitted to to nodelO unchanged while the differential

portionhas no effect FromnodelO to the common mode output there is a negative gain whose gainis com

parable to the forward gain of the amplifier. On the other hand the gain from nodelO to the differential out

put is ideally zero. The loop gain is therefore very largeand negative for any common mode signal while it

is extremely small for any differential signal. This means that the common mode output voltage is kept at

an almost constant value even in the presence of common mode output signal and at the same time the
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magnitude (db) 40 _

Fig. 4.3.7 Frequency response

opamp differential gain is totally unaffected. The dc value of the common mode output voltage is , how

ever, not well defined, and is determined by the initial voltage across dandCs. The purpose of CsandC6

is to establish the volatge drop across C?andCg . that gives the desired common mode output and to

periodically restore it to compensate for leakages. As shown in fig. 4.3.6 common mode feedback

amplifier is composed of MCI, MC6. The gain of this amplifier will be about the same as the differential

amplifier. The speed depends on Gmyet and Cp . Normally MC6 is about one-tenth thesizeof MD6 because

that means the size of the mismatch between the p-channel transistors(MDl, MD3) and n-channel transis

tors (ND5, MD7) that the common mode branch can take care of is one-tenth the size of MD5. The size in

turn determines the relative speed of the common-mode feedback with respect to that of the differential

mode feedback. The common-mode feedback can work slower than the differential mode feedback
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Fig. 4.3.8 Transient response

because the common mode to differential conversion due to mismatch can be small. Compared to the

common-feedback circuit published before12 the drain ofMC6 isconnected tothe output node instead ofto

thecascode node. This isdueto the fact that wewant the opamp tohave fastsealing butonly medium gain.

Moving the drairiMC6 away from the cascode node reduces the parasitic capacitance at that point and

increase speed. However putting it at theoutput node will shunt theoutput resistance andreduce thegain.

Capacitor structure

Since there areno two layers of poly the other capacitor that can be used isa metal-poly layer capa

citor. The problem with this is twofold: one is thefact thatthearea willbe largesincemetal-oxide thick

ness is 10 times that of polyl-poly2 layer in a typical process. One solution to that is the use of MOS
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transistor as a capacitor for C3. The main advantage is the savingsin area. Even though the MOS transistor

has a nonlinear capacitance value with respectto the voltageacross it, since the integrator is followed by a

comparator, the nonlineareffect is cancelledout Furthermore in an integrator C3 is the largestcapacitor of

the system and such an approach will save a lot of area. However this approach is only good for C^C* .

All the other capacitors still need to be linearcapacitors. The solutionthat is being adopted here is to use 3

layers: metal2, metal1 and poly to make two capacitors and connect them in parallel.

The other problem is the parasitics that is sitting on the bottom plate of the capacitor is now on the

same order of magnitude as the capacitor itself. This parasitic capacitor will normally be sitting at the out

put of the opamp and thus change the position of the dominant pole. With process variation the capacitor

can change quite a bit and hence the opamp may becomeunstable. The aboveapproach of a 3 layer struc

ture helps to mitigate the problem. However extensive simulations arebeing run with capacitor variations

of at least 20% on both sides of the nominal value to make sure there is no stability problem and that the

settling time is still within 125ns.

All capacitors are being put into a well to prevent crosstalk. To save area common-mode feedback

capacitor could have been implemented by the paraistic capacitor of C3. However that dictates that the C7

to be around half of C3 . With huge parasitics care hasto be exercised to make surethe parasitic is on the

output, not on the summing node so that the feedback factor is not not further decreased.

Bias circuit

Thebias circuit asshown in fig. 4.3.9 is similar to the one used in.13 Because of therequirement that

the circuit operates on a single5 volt supply, it is important thatthe cascodes be biased for optimum vol

tage swing.The generation of high-swing biasvoltages hasto pay special attention to the sensitivity of the

body effect This problem is avoided in this circuit which uses the mode region of device MBN7 to

develop a well defined voltage drop in series with the sourceof MBN8. The W/L of MBN7 is adjustedso

that it gives a Vds equal to the Vdsat of MBN6 plus the necessary few hundred millivoltsof (Vds-Vdsat)

desired in the biasing of the drain voltage of MD7 The bodyeffect of MD5 is cancelled by that in MBN8,

so that the (Vds-Vdsat) of MD7 is first-order independent of gamma.
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cascode bias

MD5
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Fig. 4.3.9 Prototype high swing bias generator

43.5 Comparator Requirement

Offset

The comparator offset does not have any long term effect on the coder. All it does is to shift the com

parison pointup. That this is so is due to that fact we are having a degenerate caseof a one bit A/D andso

the precise position of the decision level is not important A change to evena 2-bitA/D will totally invali

date this assumption.

Speed

The comparatorneeds to latch in the time slot given a certain amount of overdrive. The overdrive is

dependent on the uncertainity that the comparator can take due to hystersis and othereffects. Simulation

has established that hystersis on the order of 1/100th of the output swing of the integrator will begin to

degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. Now given a certain output swing from the opamp, depending on the
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level of the input signalthere is a certain minimum inputlevel to the comparator. Since ditheris applied the

input signal will never be exacdy at full scale. Assuming the input is at -3db down, the output of the

integrator will be a sequence of 1,1,1,-1,1,1,1,-1... Since this means the output of the opamp is going up 3

times and then down once, that means the incremental step is around 1/4 of the maximum output swing.

Any input signal that is smaller is going to have fewer number of ones in the sequence, consequently the

incremental steps size will be larger. Therefore it can be expected that the smallest input of the comparator

will be the maximum output swing of the opamp divided by four. This number will then be the minimum

overdrive to the comparator and the comparatorhas to latch in the given amount of time. The final design is

a trade-off of the swing of the opamp and the speed of the comparator for a given technology.

43.6 Comparator Circuit

Since offset is not important the comparator can be a simple latch as shown in fig. 4.3.10. This latch

is a cross-coupled latch that is biased by MLN6. Initially when 4>i is on MLN1 is off and the Vout+,Vout- is

at a voltage close to ground. When 4>u> comes along, the output voltage V0ltf+,V«tf_ will both try to go up.

Eventually because of the difference in input voltage one will go up faster than the other and start the

regenerative action through positive feedback. Then one output will go towards Vdd and the other output

will come down. The speed in which the comparatorcan latch depends on the Gm of MLP2 and MLP3, as

well as the parasiticcapacitances at the output node. Care has to be taken in the layout of the comparatorto

make sure the circuit is perfectly symmetric to make sure that the same amount of load is present at both

VoKf+tVma-. With this comparator the latching can be achieved in 20ns with an overdrive of 10mv.

43.7 Layout

A photomicrograph of the complete chip is shown in fig.43.11
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is a summary of the test results on the test chips that have been fabricated. A total of

three runs have been submitted to MOSIS for fabrication in the 3-micron double metal single poly process.

The first run contains logic problem and the chip does not function properly. The second run fixes this

problem but runs slow. The chip can only run to 90% of the speed at 5V. It takes at least 6.5V to make

some of the chips to function at full speed. But at that point since the process is only a 5V process the back

ground noise starts to increase. The third run fixes up the speed problem and the chip can run at full speed

at5V.

5.1 Test Setup

The chip is being tested by the Spuds board and the tester board as shown in fig. 5.1.1. The operator

will start by downloading a program called upload.com from the VAX into the program section of the

Spuds board. The Spuds board uPC(microprocessor) actually runs a loop stored in the PROM and transfers

the program from the VAX into the program section. Upon finishedloading it will jump to the beginning of

the program section and starts executing the program upload.com. This program does a number of things.

First of all it resets the tester board and determines the amount of data that needs to be uploaded to the

VAX eventually, according to the option specified by the operator. The operator can upload up to 15K of

32 bits data. Then it sets the TST bit on the tester board, goes into a loop and wait for the END signal from

the tester board. The tester board, originally sitting idle and ignoring any data that is being sent from the

chip, upon reset will start accepting the data. The control section takes a data valid signal from the chip and

writes the data from the chip into the memory. The counterkeepscountinguntil the memoryis full. Then it

sends an END signal to the Spuds board. The Spuds board then disables the TST bit, resets the counter on

the tester board, and uploads a designated amount of data (as calculated previously in the upload.com pro

gram) to the Spuds board. While all these things are happening the VAX is sitting in a loop waiting for the
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Spuds board to finish.When the Spuds board is done, it sends control characters to the VAX and the VAX

then uploads the data.

VAX
. ♦*

data > ^ >r

program

ack

data valid

control

PROM program counter

reset

data

64k*6

-* data

64k*8

chip

uPC data

data

Spuds Board Tester Board

fig. 5.1.1 Test setup

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 Experience from chipl

There are logic errors found in chipl. Separatechips have been fabricated for the the individualana

log, FIR and IIR parts to see where the errors come from. Both the analog front end and the FIR are found

to function correctly logically. It was found out that the logic error comes from the IIR filter. It has to be

stressed that the IIR filter has been through logic simulation by the program KESIM. The fact that the

errors escape the logic simulation is because the logic verfication isnotcomplete.1 Asit turns outthere are
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three errors in the IIR filter, the first one is a GROUND that is not connected. The second one is a logic

error in the control circuitry of the AUIO. This errorwill make the adder adds the absolute value instead of

the true value of the inputs. The third error is a timing error in the barrel shifter that causes intermittent

problems. These problems are fixed and chip2 is sent out.

Chip2 has the following unique features: The first feature is the use of the transmission gateadder as

shown in fig.4.12, the reason beingthatthis gate takesup lessarea but it alsois slowerwith a simulated per

stagedelay of 5.5ns.Using a 14bit adderand otherlogicdelay the total time it takes to traverse the critical

pathis around 100ns. The allowable time slotis 125ns subtract the necessary non-overlapping between the

clock phases. The necessary non-overlapping wasthought to be on the order of 5ns foreachphase, making

the total critical path to be 110ns, givinga safety margin of around 10% only. Also chip2 uses one com

mon power and separate grounds for the digitaland analogsections.

5.2.2 Experience from chip2

After testings havebeen done it was found out thatchip2worksonly to 90% of the designed speed.

In addition separate chips havebeen fabricated for the the individual analog, FIR andIIR parts to see the

limitations. It was found out that the adder used in theFIRof chip2 is the limiting factor. The reason for

the limitation is the fact that the required non-overlapping between phi2 to phil clock is a lot more than

5ns, more like 15 to 20ns. The nonoverlapping is necessary for the control signal latch.phi2 in fig. 4.10 to

be derived from other control signals. If not enough non-overlapping is allowed, the next data will come

along at the rising edge of phil before the latch.phi2 signal goes down, thus overwriting the orignal data.

This kind of long non-overlapping is typical ofa system that involves decimation, or a change of clock rate.

5.23 Experience from chip3

First of all chip3 uses the adder as shown in fig.4.13 which is faster but occupies more area. From

simulations thisadder can run witha ripple carry delay of only3ns. Secondly it uses 3 separate power and

ground buses,one for analog, one for digital and one for clockdriver and outputbuffers.This arrangement

is selected to minimise switching transients between thedigital and theanalog portions. Thirdly the guard

ring around each separate analog front end is increased from a width of 6 microns to 30 microns to help

minimise crosstalk. Fourthly the buffers switch only at the downsampled frequency and the operational
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amplifier setdes at the clock phase when output buffers are not switching. Finally the switched capacitor

integrator uses a different switching scheme as shown in fig.4.3.5 to minimise signal dependent charge

injection and hence harmonic distortion.

5.2.4 Test results and methods

Chip3 is tested and it works to full speed while satisfying the idle channel and signal to noise ratio

requirements. The frequency response also satisfies the D3 specs. Below is a summary of all the test

results. A die photographof the converter is shownin Figure 5.5. The signal to noise ratio of the converter

was evaluated by putting a sine wave of 1 KHz into the converter, uploadingthe digital output to a com

puter and then running a 1024point FFT to compute the ratio of the signal power to the noise power. The

crosstalk was measured by putting a full scale sine wave at 1 KHz at the input of channel one, a zero input

to channel two, and then measured the 1 KHz component at the output of channel two. Power supply

rejectionratio at 1 KHz was measured by applying a 20mV peak to peak sine wave at 1 KHz at the Vdd of

the chip, zero input to the chip and measured the 1 KHz componentat the output Measurements were

repeated for different frequencies from 500 Hz to 20 KHz. The idle channel noise was measured by put

ting zero inputat the channel input,summed up thenoiseat theoutputand take the ratio between the meas

ured noise with the input signal level at the overload point Also the noise spectral density is C-message

weighted. The observed performance is summarized in Table 1. In Figure 5.1, the signal to noise ratiois

plotted against input amplitude for a power supply of 5Vand4.75V. In fig. 5.2 the frequency response of

the overall coder is shown for a power supply of 5V and 4.75V, which are almost identical. Anti-alias

requirement is also tested at higher frequency at 13 Khz and 29Khz to measure how effective the filter

FIR1 andFIR2are in removing frequency components around 16Khz and32 Khzrespectively. At 13Khz

thesignal is attenuated by42db and at 29 Khz the signal is attentuated by39db, both attentuations larger

than the33db requirement In fig.5.3 thegain tracking characteristics of thecoder is shown. In fig.5.4 the

FFToutput of a lKHz sinewave input is shown. The output is taken at a downsampling frequency of 16

KHz. Note that the noise is not white but is filtered so that when the output is decimated to 8 KHz, the

noise aliased will not increase the noise in the passband by much. Also note that the second and the third

harmonics are more than 76db down.



Tablel-Typical Performance: 5V power supply and 25 deg C

Area 8250 sq. mils per channel

Dynamic range 79db

Idle channel noise 11.6dbmC0

Crosstalk -83db

Power supply rejection ratio 43db(1 KHz)

60db(10KHz)

Harmonic distortion
-76db (2nd)

-82db (3rd)

Power 50mW per channel
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fig.5.1 SNR curve (5V, 4.75V)

The signal tonoise ratio curve is obtained by applying a sine wave of 1 KHz at the input, upload
1024 points of the digital output applying a4th order Hanning window and a 1024 points FFT, then sum
up all the energy at 1KHz to determine the signal energy, and sum up all the rest to determine the noise en
ergy (which include the harmonic distortion components) and calculate their ratio. The input amplitude is
varied every 3db around the peak input amplitude and around the idle channel condition, and every 5db in
between.
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fig.5.2. frequency response(5V,4.75V)

The frequency response is obtained by applying a sine waveat the input upload 1024 points of digi
taloutput applying a 4th order Hanning window and a 1024 points FFT, then sumup the energy at the in
put frequency. The frequency is varied every 50 Hz in the passband and in the stopband and every 20 Hz
in the transition band.
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-10

fig.53. gain tracking

The gain tracking is obtained by applying a sine wave of 1 KHz at the input upload 1024 points of
digital output applying a 4th order Hanning window and a 1024 points FFT, then sum up the energy at 1
KHz to calculate the output The input is measured by a ac voltmeter and the ratio is determined. The in
put amplitude is varied every 5db from peak to idle channel conditon.



filter.
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fig. 5.4 FFT of the output from the coder with a 1 KHz sine wave input

Note that the harmonics are 76db down. Also note that there is a large dc input that is due to the FIR
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions

6.1 Introduction

The overall objectives of this thesis are to explore new circuit and system concepts that will allow

multi-channel oversampled PCM voiceband coder realized in CMOS technology to be a viable alternative

to the conventional analog approach, such as that of the successive approximation. The major goal is to

minimize the total chip area. Below is a discussion of the comparisons between the multi-channeloversam

pled approach, the single channel oversampled approach and the conventional analog approach. The

impact of scaling on the comparisons will also be addressed.

6.2 Specific Functions OfThe Coder

The problem that has to be tackled is to find the architecture that will result in a minimum cost

multi-channel CMOS voiceband coder. This interface has to accomplish the following functions:

1) Perform the analog to digital conversion that has an idle channel noise that is 80dB down from full scale.

This is because in the telephone communication, a human ear is very sensitive to such idle channel noise.

2) Incorporates the anti-alias filter. This filter has to meet the D3 specifications.

3) Achieves a channel to -channel crosstalk of less than 75dB. This crosstalk will result in interference

between two pairs of speakers using the phones.

The choice of the architecture will be based on minimum cost which in a CMOS technology will

mean taking up the least amount of area. In the following discussions the area taken up by different

approaches will be explored, and the relationship with the feature size of the process established.

63 Area Comparisons Between Different Architectures

6.3.1 Conventional Approach
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A conventional coder in MOS technology typically is consisted of a continuous time anti-alias filter,

a 5th orderelliptic switched capacitor filter and an ADC using the charge redistribution technique as shown

in fig. 6.1. The area of the coder is consistedof these threecomponents.From publisheddataan example of

a PCM voiceband coder at 3.5u CMOS technology has been estimated to take an area of 7K sq. mils. To

scale this to 1.5uusing constanrvoltage scaling let us go through an example. From it has been shown that

a switched capacitor filterat 3u technology occupies 1000 sq. mils. This chip has been scaled to 1.5u tech

nology. It has been shown that the area of the switchedcapacitor filter can shrink by a factor of two. The

major reason for a factor of two, rather than a factor of four reduction as would be the case in ordinary

digital circuits, is the fact that the capacitorcannot shrink as the feature size. This is due to the kT/C noise

inherent in the sampling process in a switched capacitor filter. For a constant power supply, like 5V, the

value of the noise has to be kept below a certain value for a given dynamic range.This means the capaci

tance value C cannot be reduced below a certain value. Assuming constant voltage scaling, the capacitance

per unit area goes up bya factor of^2 every time the feature size shrinks byhalf. Assuming the total capa

citance stays constant then the area for the capacitance isreduced by^2. Since about halfof the original

chip area comes from the capacitor, or 500 sq. mils, then after scaling by 0.707 it is estimated to be 380 sq.

mils. The rest of the circuit takes up 500 sq. mils and is estimated to shrink by a factor of four to 125 sq.

mils. Therefore the final chip size for the 1.5uprocess is estimatedto be 500 sq. mils. This estimate is close

to the actual chip that has been fabricated. This method of estimating the area for scaled circuits is then

applied to the whole coder mentioned above. Assuming again half of the area of the circuit comes from

capacitors, or 3500 sq. mils, this will scale to 2500 sq.mils.The rest of the circuits takes up 3500 sq. mils

and will scale by a factor of4 to 875 sq. mils. The final circuits at 1.5u is then 3375 sq. mils. Fig.6.2shows

how the conventionalcoder is estimatedto shrinkdown in size as a function of scalingas calculated above.

It can be seen as one scales beyond 1.5u a large fraction of the chip is occupied by the capacitor and the

whole circuit does not scaledown as fast as digitalcircuits.
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Vout(digital)
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ADC

Fig. 6.1 Conventional approach
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Fig. 6.2 Area versus feature size for conventional approach

632 Single Channel Sigma-Delta Coder

I„ Otis scheme .he ft. sigma-deUa coder inco.pora.es bom me anti-alias function and me o».-of-band
quantization noise suppression in me same fiHer. The major distinction is whemer we use afirst order
versus a

second order coder. The second order coder gels ahigher quantization noise reduction per ociave
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increase in the oversampling frequency. Hence the first order coderneeds to oversample at4MHz whereas

the second order coder needs to oversampleonly at 1MHz. The filter is broken up into two parts, the first

partbeing acustom built FIR decimation filter and the second stage is a bit-serial IIR filter. Fora firstorder

coder the FIR filter has a triangle window response and for a second order coder the FIR filter has a sine*

windowresponse asdiscussed in-chapter 3. The reason forchoosing abit-serial approach over a micropro

grammed approach is discussed in chapter 4.2. There it is shown that for storing state variables the

microprogrammed approach is using RAM cells while the bit-serial approach is using shift registers.

Therefore for storage the area efficiency is better in a microprogrammed approach. On the other hand the

computation unit of a microprogrammedhas to be heavily pipelined to improve the speed while a bit-serial

approach uses only simple one-bit adders. Therefore the computation unit of a bit-serial approach is more

area efficient Now in a single channel the computation unit takes up more space because only the state-

variables of one channel is needed. Hence the bit-serial approach should be adopted. In a multi-channel

case since the computation unit is time-shared but the storage is not the storage area dominates and so a

microprogrammed approach is favored. This conclusion applies to both the first and second ordercoder.

The overall system is as shown in fig.6.3. To get an estimateof the area taken the coder is broken up into

three parts: the analog front end, the FIR filter, the IIR filter. For a first order coder, the analog front end

takes up around 2K sq. mils, the FIR filter around7.2K sq. mils. The FIR filter's ROM takes around 42K

sq. mils and the adder 3K sq. mils, and the IIR filter around 6K sq. mils giving a total of 15.2K sq. mils.

For a second order coder, the analog front end takes up 3K sq. mils because two integrators are used

insteadof one. The FIR filter takes up around 6.8K sq. mils. The FIR filter's ROM takes 3K sq. mils and

the adder takes 3.8K sq. mils. It is noted that the ROM is less than the first order's ROM because of

smallerL(though more bits). However the adder is larger because of more bits and larger L/D ratio. The

IIR filteris the same and takes up 6K sq. mils. Therefore the total chip area estimated for the secondorder

coder is 15.8K sq. mils.

Fig.6.4 shows the area trend as one scales from 3 micron to 1.5 micron. The estimate of the area

taken by the first and second ordercoder will be separated into die analog and the digital portion. Forthe

analog part assumethat the sampling capacitor is smallenough so that the kT/C noise is dominant About
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50% of the analog front end is taken up by the capacitors. Using the same methodology as oudined in the

section on the conventional approach, the capacitor area scale down by 0.7 and the rest to 0.25. Using this

the estimate for the first order coder at 1.5u is 4.25K sq. mils and for the second order coder is 4.6K sq.

mils.

Inputanalog
>

Output, 8KHz

Digital

analog frontend custom FIR fitter bit aerial IIR filter

5th order elliptic

Fig. 6.3 Single channel sigma-delta coder

633 Multi-channel Sigma-Delta Coder

Shown in fig. 6.5 is the schematicof a multi-channel sigma-delta coder for both the first and second

order coder. Separate analog front ends are used because we want to keep the crosstalk between the chan

nels to be small. The area penalty at 3 micron is small since the analog front end takes up a small percan-

tage (around 20%) of the total chip area. At 3 micron the first and second order coder is consisted of a first

stage FIR filter followed by a time shared IIR filter. As shown in chapter 4, the IIR filter should be a

microprogammed type filter rather than a bit serial architecture. As shown in the final layout in chapter 4

the area of a multi-channel first order coder comes from the analog front end (2K sq. mils) plus the first

stage FIR filter (3K sq. mils) and the second stage time shared microprogrammed IIR filter(3.5K sq. mils)

giving it a total of 8.5K sq. mils. It can then be estimated for the second order coder the area comes from

the analog front end(3K sq. mils) the first stage FIR filter (6K sq. mils) and the second stage HR filter (3.5K

sq. mils), giving it a total of 12.5K sq. mils. In the estimate for the second order coder the analog front end

takes up more area because of the added integrators.The FIR filter also takes up more area because it needs

to suppress more out of band quantization noise as discussed in chapter 3. As can be seen the first order
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Fig. 6.4 Area versus feature size for single channel coder

coder is better than the second order coder in terms of area efficiency.

Fig. 6.6 shows the area trend as we scale from 3 micron to 1.5 micron If as assumed as above, that

the capacitor area can only be scaled by 0.7 and the rest of circuits can be scaled by 0.25 then first order

coder takes 2.6k sq. mils and the second order coder takes 3.75K sq. mils.

The overall area comparisons are summarised in fig.6.7. In the above comparisons two facts stand

out One is the fact that in going from a 3u technology to a 1.5u technology the multi-channel first order

coder scales faster than the conventional approach. It it expected as the technology is further scaleddown

the multi-channel coderwill perform even better in terms of area efficiency. The second pointis that in

both the 3u and 1.5u technology the multi-channel approach uses less area than the single channel

approach.
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6.4 Major Research Results

The major research results can now be summarised:

1) In terms of area efficiency, a multi-channel first ordersigma-delta coder is goingto be the optimal solu

tionas technology scales.The crossover pointwith theconventional approach is around1.5u.

2) In a multi-channel coder, it is theL/Dratiofor thedecimation filter thatdetermines thecomplexity. This

is different thanfroma singlechannel codercasewhere theparameter L is the deciding factor.

3) In a multi-channel coder, a fully differential architecture proves to be effective in minimising thechan

nel to channel crosstalk and improvingthe power supplyrejection.

4)Fora chip ascomplex as a multi-channel coder, extensive use of CAD tools such as the silicon compiler

system Lagerand othersimulation tools is essential in producing an errorfree chip.
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2u 1.5u 1u

Fig. 6.7 Area versus feature size for all the approaches

6.5 Future Directions

Taking advantage ofthe speed advantage of scaled technologies, multi-channel coder can be applied

in different areas that require higher precision or higher speed, or both. One such application is applying

the concept to a multi-channel instrumentation A/D converter where the speed requirement is even lower

but the precision needed is higher. Afundamentally different set ofrequirements will be placed on the ana

log front end, making more stringent demands on the gain and offset requirements of the operational

amplifier. Other areas ofinterest are speech processing, adaptive networks where the needs oflarge amount

of digital signal processing makes it even more attractive to use oversampled coders, where compatibility

with digital processes is assured. Ultimately, asuccessful design involves an in-depth understanding of the

system issues, the analog environment as well as the digital signal processing aspects which are unique to

theoversampled A/D converter under consideration.
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APPENDK

CAD TOOLS FOR THE DESIGN OF A MULTI-CHANNEL PCM CODER

Introduction

In this appendix the various cad(computer aided design) tools thatare beingused in ourdesign pro

cess will be discussed. Since the system involvesa lotof design tradeoffs, cad tools are particularly useful

in the various design phases of the project In general cadtools are used in the system design phase to come

up with system parameters, in the circuit design phase for designing circuits and in the layout phase for

automatingthe layout process as well as extracting andverifying the correctness of the layout

A.1 Sigma-delta simulator loop

Since the sigma-deltaloop is a highly non-linear loop due to its one bit quantizer, a closed form solu

tion for the circuit is difficult to obtain. If one assume a white noise model both the first order and the

second order loop can be solved exacdy. However because of the one-bit quantizer, such an assumption is

not really valid. The problem lies in the second order effects coming from non-idealities of the circuits,

such as the opamp finite-gain effect and the capacitor non-linear voltage dependency. Exact solution

without assuming that the noise power is white does exist for the first order sigma-deltamodulator, and is

used to explain andjustify the use of the dithersignal. This solutioncan be used to predict the noise power

spectrum, and hence noise power, as a function of the input signal and frequency. However even this

model becomes exceptionally complicated when we add all the non-idealities outlined above. For higher

order loop no closed form solution for the spectrum has been reported. Therefore if one is to investigate

the effects of circuit parameters on the noise and distortion behaviors of the circuit, computer simulation is

the next best thing. Such a package has been written at Berkeley1 and modified for the present design. It

consists basically of 2 programs: mod2.c and tilI.e. mod2.c accepts a frequency and amplitude input for a

sinewave and generates the one-bit code output for both the first order and the second order loop. It also

contains the options for checking the effects of non-idealities such as opamp-finite gain, opamp linearset

tling, comparator hystersis. Fill.c is just the program to simulate the FIR decimation filter. Together they
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are used tocheck the overall system design.

Theinput is acommand line:

^^3200M-A-3*1000J0.0637S.n256000lfill-d-r256lfil3-d-r2lpcmlp51 Isnrl >s»r*m

The outputis a file called snr.out:

SNR computation using 400 samples:

Total energy 6.92643e+17; mean energy 1.73161e+15; RMS amplitude 4.16126e+07

Energy atfrequency 0.1275 is 6.92643e+17; remainder is 3.89193e+09

Signal-to-noise ratio at specifiedfrequency is 82503441 dB

A.2 Filter Design

Extensive cad tools have been used for the design of both the FIR and the HR filter.

A.2.1 Fwfir

For the FIR filter aprogram Fwnew which is amodified version of Fwfir* * &* used to generate

various windows as inputs to the fillx to check and make sure that other window functions(such as han-
* ning, kasier) do not outperform the triangle window. Fwfir is aprogram that can be used to design FIR

digital filters using the window method. The program is capable of designing lowpass, bandpass, bandstop,
and highpass filters for both even and odd values of N, (the impulse response duration in samples), using
either arectangular, atriangular, aHamming, aHanning, aChebyshev, or aKaiser window.

Algorithm

The program uses the well known method of window design for FIR digital filters. If we denote the
N-point window as w(n), for 0<n<N-l, and we denote the impulse response of the ideal digital filter
(obtained as the inverse Fourier transform of the ideal frequency response of the filter) as h(n),-~<n <-,

thenthe windowed digital filter is givenas

0)
£(rt)=w(n)/i(n) 0<n<JV-l

=0 otherwise

r
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In the discussions above it is assumed that h(n) incorporates an ideal delay of (N-l)/2 samples, and that

w(n) is symmetric around the point (N-l)/2. In order to design windowed digital filters requires

specifications of

1. type of ideal filter ieJowpass,highpass, bandpass or bandstop filter

2.filter cutoff frequencies

3.typeof windowie.e,rectangular, triangular, Hamming, Hanning, Chebyshev, Kaiser.

4.Window duration in samples.

From the filter specifications the sequences h(n)andw(n) of eq (1) arecomputed, and the windowed

filter is obtained as the final output.

A.2.2 Filsyn

The design of the IIR window starts withFilsyn which generates a4th order elliptic filter to meet the

filter specs(the D3 specs). Filsyn is a general filter synthesis program that is used to generate filter of dif

ferent kinds(FIR, IIR..etc) of various forms (cascade, ladder, lattice). It also generates Fortran program to

simulate the filter that has been generated. It has some analysis capabilities as far as pole, zero pairing and

noise analysis. However in ourcase the IIR filter needed to compensate for the inband droop of theFIR

filter. Thedroop is on the order of ldb. Filsyn does nothave the appropriate feature for generating such a

filter. Sowe start from the prototype design from Filsyn and use it as an input to another program, Optiir.

A.2J Optiir

The purpose of this program 2isgiven the cascade realization of adigital filter transfer function, this

program searches for the proper coefficients until the performance meets the arbitrary frequency- domain

specifications onthe magnitude. The response iscalculated as insertion loss indB.

Algorithm

The method solves the design problem by working direcdy with thecoefficients of the transfer func

tion
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where a=[ao,ai 1,0:21, ***,0*,Yj-l=e~*T and T is the sampling period. Note that N-4n is the total number

of coefficients in n second-order sections. For a given samplingrate, the system is completely defined if n

and alphaareknown. This initial design is obtainedby Filysn.

Let L((o;a) be a function of the filter on which insertion loss specifications are imposed and

'i(o)),/2(co) be two given real-valued functions of co defined, respectively on fli and&i, two not neces

sarilydisjointinternals on the frequency axis.Then, all the common filter or equalizer specifications canbe

expressed by requiring the following inequalities to be satisfied:

/i(co;a)sL(co;aHi(o))^0,co is a subset of Cli

/2(0);a)=/2(o);a)-L((o)>0,0) is a subset of Cl2

(2)

A vector alpha of a given dimensionwhich satisfies the inequalities belongto the specification set S,

•Ssa|/i(co;a)>0,(0 is a subset of Qi;/2(a);a)£0,G) is a subset ft2 (3)

A stable digital filter for which a is a subset of S will be called acceptable, the philosophy being that

a solution(not necessarily a global optimum)satisfies the specifications. There areno constraints on stabil

ity. Since we are dealing with insertion lossonly, if a final design is unstable, it is madestable by inversion

of the poles which lie insidethe unitcircle in the2"1 plane.

The specification set S is defined in (3) through an infinite number of constraints. Because of the

discrete nature of the computation, the user must select a finite number of discrete frequencies

(Ok in Cl\ and&i. The program works with the discretized specification set •

& set l/i(©* ;a)sL(cot ;aWi(tt*)£0

/2(a)* ;a)a/2((0* y-L (©*;a)£0 (4)

The optimality criterion adopted is of the following min-max character If a filterof a given order is

acceptable, then maximize the minimum amount by which it exceeds the specifications; if it is not accept

able, then minimize the maximum amount by which it fails.
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The input for filter DR4 inchapter 4 isgiven below. The explanation of the parameter will be given in the

references.2

6 0.62500000e-04 0.48525318e-01

0.10000000e+01 1.53996212e+00 2.10645563e-01 -5.42127072e-01

0.10000000e+01 4.53717123e4)l 7.45440818e-01 -3.29742556e-01

0.00000000e+O0 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00 0.00000000e+00

6

1 5 9101112

116

0.10000000e-02 0.50000000e+03 0.10000000e+04 0.15000000e+04

0.20000000e+04 0.25000000e+04 0.30000000e+04 0.32500000e+04

O.33906250e+O4 0.40000000e+04 0.46000000e+04 0.50430803e+04

0.54222495e+04 0.61329350e+04 0.67815157e+04 0.73711900e+04

16

-0.00000000e+00 -0.05400000e+00 -0.19600000e+00 -0.44100000e+00

-0.78500000e+00 -1.23100000e+00 -1.77900000e+00 -2.02400000e+00

-1.96000000e+00 0.13000000e+02 0.29500000e+02 0.29500000e+02

0.30500000e+02 0.30500000e+02 0.30500000e+02 0.30500000e+O2

0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01

0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01

0.10000000e+01 O.lOOOOOOOe+Ol 0.1000O0O0e+01 0.10000000e+01

0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 O.lOOOOOOOe+Ol

1 9

0.17500000e+00 6.12100000e+00 -0.02100000e+00 -0.26000000e+00

-0.61000000e+00-1.05600000e+00-1.60400000e+00 -1.84900000e+00

-0.96000000e+00

0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01
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0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01 0.10000000e+01

0.10000000e+01

0

Below is the output that is generated. Note the number of iterations that it takes toconverge. Also on

each iteration theparameter ALPHA decreases in value, indicating asuccessful convergence.

OINITIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR R= 0.75529886e-06

A2 Al B2 Bl

0.10000000e+01 0.15011772e+01 0.21473292e+00-0.37911814e+00

0.10000000e+01 0.39352062e+00 0.74247873e+00 -0.33545986e+00

0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00

GAIN= 0.13837500e+00 ALPHA=-0.47539841e-01 FUNCTION=-0.46717606e-01

0FINAL COEFFICIENTS FOR R= 0.75529886e-06

A2 Al B2 Bl

0.10000000e+01 0.15011230e+01 0.21452147e+00 -0.37727240e+00

0.10000000e+01 0.39339924e+00 0.74198270e+00-0.33497337e+00

0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00

GAIN- 0.13864194e+00 ALPHAo-0.52171029e-01 FUNCTION=-0.49907714e-01

0MODIFIED COEFFICIENTS

0.10000000e+01 0.15011230e+01 0.21452147e+00 -0.37727240e+00

0.10000000e+01 0.39339924e+00 0.74198270e+00-0.33497337e+00

0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00

MODIFIED GAIN- 0.13864194e+00

OGRADIENTS

0. e+00-0.19083640e-01 0.10682638e-01 0.36683697e-01

0. e+00 -0.51106930e-01 -0.63481979e-01 0.91556862e-01

0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00 0. e+00

96 FUNCTION EVALUATIONS 11 GRADIENT EVALUATIONS
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oxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:

0

Note that the final coefficients are given and since the term ALPHA—0.52 e-01 is a negative

number, a solution is found.

A.2.4 Candi

This programis designed to minimise the CSD code. Since the IIR filter is going to be implemented

in the Lager system(microprogrammed type processor) each coefficent is encoded in the microcode rather

than supplied from a rom. As the coefficients are fixed, optimisation can be carriedout As multiplication is

carried out by shift and add(no multiplier is provided) minimising the number of l's in the coefficients will

reduce the number of processing steps. The minimisation of the number of l's is carried out by the pro

gram Candi.

Algorithm

The programs works by representing the coefficent in the CSD code and then provides a couple of

options for searching through for the optimal solutions. The nominal coefficient values tries to search for

quantized values of the coefficients such that*

a) the desired specifications are still satisfied(mainly magnitude response)

b) the quantisedcoefficients requirea minimum number of non-zero bits in the CSD representation.

There are a couple of search options:

Univariate search

The program compute the acceptable interval for the first coefficient al, such that for values of al

within these intervals (and nominal values of the remaining coefficients) the bounds on the gain function

are not violated. Within these intervals, search for the best discrete value of al which requires the least

number of non-zero bits. Repeat above for all the coefficients a2 ,... aH sequentially. Inside univariate

search thedesigner can apply local search which does the following: starting from the present value search

for the nearestdiscrete value, which offers a reduction in the number of non-zero bits by 1. Then set up all

possible coefficient vectors by combining the present values with the values found above. Compute the
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gain function with these coefficient sets and display the feasible coefficient vectors.

Multivariate Search

This extends the univariate search byextending the search space tohigher dimension(rather than just

al, it does al,a2 together) We concentrated mainly on the univariate search which takes less time. It is

found out the multi-variate search takes considerable more time anddoes not yield any significandy better

result

The following is our input for IIR4 to Candi

MDL DESCRIPTION OF PCM LOWPASS FILTER PCMLP4J

•pcmlp with peaking for fin triangular 0..127127..0 fir3 14641

-coefficient taken from outputiO, specs from input50 ofoptiir

;x33 or coefficient is giving problems so try to fix it

;with scaling of second one to -9.7db or around0.316

; basically make xll and x21 0.316 times smaller

•TOPOLOGY

•FIRST SECTION

ADDER Nil IN=U0 X31 X41 WL=16

ADDER U02IN=N11 Xll X21WL-16

DELAYN21 IN=N11 CL=CLNDEL=1 WL=16

DELAY N31 IN=N21 CL=CLNDEL=1 WL=16

MULT Xll IN=N21 VAL=0.0474354E+01 OPT

MULTX21 IN=N31 VAL=0.0316000E+01 OPT

MULTX31 IN=N21 VAL=0.3772724E+00 OPT

MULTX41 IN-N31 VAL--0.21452147E+00 OPT

»

•SECOND SECTION

ADDER N12 IN=U02 X32 X42 WL=16

ADDER YOUT IN=N12 X12 X22 WL=16



DELAY N22IN-N12 CL-CLNDEL-1WL-16

DELAY N32 IN=N22 CL-CLNDEL-1 WL-16

t

MULT X12IN-N22 VAL-0.39&9924E+00 OPT

MULT X22IN-N32 VAL-0.1000000E+01 OPT

MULT X32IN-N22 VAL-0.33497337E+00 OPT

MULT X42IN-N32 VAL--0.7419827E+00 OPT

»

;DMPUT EXCITATION FOR FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

VINUIN0ACMAG-1

ADC U0IN-UIN VAL-1.0 CL-CL

;OUTPUT NODE OF ADC IS ASSUMED TO BE FILTER INPUT

•

REFINE FILTER OUTPUT NODE USING 'PRINT' COMMAND

PRINT YOUT

*

REFINE CLOCK INPUT SOURCE FOR DELAYS AND ADC

INPUT CL CLOCK-0.0125 0.025 CYC

t

SPECIFICATION OF FREQUENCY CONSTRAINTS FOR CANDI

;TOTAL FREQUENCY POINTS 7

;PASS-BAND 7 POINTS

jTOANSITION BAND 2 POINTS

;STOP-BAND 7 POINTS

A.2.5 Digest

103-
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Since the coder needs to have an idle channel noise that is 80db down from the full scale, the noise

and the limit cycle contribution from the IIR filter cannot exceed this specification. Tocheck this Digest3,

is used to analyze the limit cycle and noise contribution from the IIR filter. For the FIR filter, since thereis

no truncation of the coefficients there is no roundoff noise.

A.2.6 Demon

Finally we simulate the IIR filter behavior as implemented in the hardware directiy. Demon is the

hardware description language that simulates the microcode on the hardware. We combine Demon with

Mod2.c and Fill.c and simulate the overall system behaviorby doing the following tests:

a) calculate the SNR versus amplitude for sine wave of different frequencies, b) Frequency response of the

whole system.

A3 Automatic layout tools

The IIR filter is generated by the automtic layout tool Lager.4 First of all TimLager then comes up

with all the basicmacrocells andthe necessary interconnections.

A.3.1 Flint

Flint is then used to allow the designer to manually place the individual macrocells and do the

automatic routing. The FIR filter which is generated usingacustomlayoutis treated as a macrocell andthe

designer makes use of the automatic routing mechanism to route the VO between the IIR and the FIR.

Similary the analog frontend is manually placedand automatically routed to the FIR.

A.4 Layout Check

The checking on the whole chip is separated into the digital and analog portions. The digital part is

mainly checked for logic and the program Esim is used.The analog partis checked using Spice andthe AC

and Transient response of the circuits from the extracted file arecompared to the original simulation.

1) Spice checking:

It turns out that the extracted gain is roughly the same as obtained in the original Spice simulation.

The extracted setding time is around 120ns rather than the 75ns as obtained in the original Spice
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simulation. This is due to the extraction model. The extraction tool takes lumped capacitance rather than

voltage dependent capacitance as in Spice. Therefore in general the capacitance is larger and the setding

time is longer.

2) esim checking:

The digital circuits are checked by Esim and the correct functional behavior is verified.
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